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ABS"MCT. 
An experimental investigation into the structure of the plane jet 
in a moving airstream has been made. The majority of the measurements have 
been made in a jet exhausting into a slow moving airstream providing an 
example of a possible self-preserving flow. The experiments shoved that 
the flow does, in fact, become self-preserving at distances downstream 
from the jet nozzle of thirty jet nozzle width&. The distributiolsof the 
turbulent intensities across the jot in the self-preserving region of the 
flow are shown to be similar to those found in the plane wake. However, 
the turbulent energy balance for the two flown appears to be quite different. 
Some measurements of the eddy structure indicate that shear carrying eddies 
are among the largest eddies in the flow and are also partly responsible 
for the intermittency phenomenon. The unsteady irrotational flow outside 
the jet is shown to be adequately described by the theories of Fbillips (1955) 
and Stewart (1956). 
Some comments are made on the applicability of the various simple 
theories of turbulence to the plane jet and the interesting, though not 
necessarily significant, point emerges that the Prandtl Mixing Length theory 
gives the beat description of the flow structure. 
Additional measurements in jets in fast moving airstream& show that 
the change from a jet to a wake type of turbulence structure takes place at 
a very slow rate. Several simple theories were developed to account for 
the spread of a plane jet in a moving airstream but none of then proved 
wholly adequate. 
Apart from the main investigation, some work on the problem of 
measurements in a turbulent flow in discussed. Aspects of both hot vire 
anemometer theory and static pressure measurements are re-appraised. 
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1.0 Introduction. 
Many of the fluid flows that are of practical importance are of 
the turbulent type but, unfortunately, of all &*rodynamic problems, 
turbulence in surely among the most difficult. This is due not only 
to the non-linearity of the Navier Stokes equations but also to the 
essential feature of turbulence which is that the velocity and pressure 
at a point in the fluid contain components which are random functions of 
time. 
The work that has been done on this problem can be divided roughly 
into throe groups. Firstly, there is the analysis of the stability of a 
laminar flov to small disturbances. This has improved our understanding 
of the origin of turbulence and of the phenomenon ef transition. Furthermore, 
Malkus (1956) ham considered the fully developed turbulent channel flow 
by an approach similar, in some ways, to that used in the more conventional 
stability work and he obtained a solution that was not dependent on any 
empirical constants. However, the analysis was complex and restricted 
by some important assumptions and it in unlikely that general fluid notion 
problems can be solved by tLis approach. 
Secondly, there is the approach through the use of statistical 
analysis. This is suggested by the random nature of the flow. This work 
has improved our understanding of the physical processes involved in 
a turbulent flow but it has not as yet given exact quantative solutions 
to any fluid motion problem. 
Finally, there has been the work based upon semi-empirical and 
phenomenalogical theories which, in the past, has aimed mainly at 
providing simple m6thods for calculating the behaviour of general 
turbulent &hear flows. However, in the last decade, a great deal of 
6 
- effort has gone into checking and improving the physical validity of 
these theories. This effort has been largely experimental and has 
concentrated not only on the mean velocities in &hear layers but also 
on the detailed turbulence structure. In consequence, more realistic 
empirical theories are now possible and some progress in this direction 
has already been made. Good examples of this are the "law of the vall" 
and Townsend's large eddy hypothesis. 
It seems likely that this last approach to the turbulence problem 
will be the most rewarding for some time to come and, in his monograph 
on turbulence, Townsend (1956) has provided a framework into which future 
work along these lines may be fitted. 
It is to be expected that the simplest flows should be these to 
attract attention initially. In the case of shear layers, these are the 
s*lf-preserving flows in which the structure of the sh*ar layer is similar 
at all stations in the free-stream direction and, in consequence, thee* 
flows can be specified by a minimum number of parameters. Ideally, one 
would like detailed information on the development and structure of the 
whole range of these self-preserving flows. This information would enable 
the effect of a comparatively few parameters an the flow structure to 
be observed. It would also provide a test for phenomenalogical theories 
and might also suggest improvements to them. In addition, it would then 
be possible to perturb these flown in well defined ways and, by observing 
the response, deduce further information about the nature of turbulent 
flown. This last idea resembles the "black box" approach suggested by 
Clauser (1956) and is typified by the vork of Stratford (109) on the .1 
. effect of rapid pressure rise on boundary layers. 
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Comparing the above hope with reality, we find that, in spite of 
a number of extensive experiments, information on these flows is still 
far from complete. This is no doubt due to the experimental difficulties 
involved in turbulence investigations and, in fact, the development of 
suitable measuring instruments has attracted as much effort an the 
experiments on turbulent flows. In the came of self-preserving turbulent 
boundary layers, only Clauser (1954) has investigated the non-zero pressure 
gradient flows and these experiments did not include turbulence measurements. 
On the other hand, the zero pressure gradient case has been studied 
extensively, mainly by Klebanoff (1954) and Townsend (1951). The 
self-preserving flow in a channel - with and without diverging walls - 
has also been investigated by Laufer (1951) and Ruetnik and Corrain (1955)0 
In the case of free turbulent flows, the work of Townsend (1956) and 
Grant (1958) on the plane wake represents the most extensive study yet 
undertaken of any self-preserving flow. Jet flows, on the other hand, 
have not been studied in the same detail although the number of experiments 
on jets has been considerable. In particular, detailed information 
on the plane jet as opposed to the axi-symmetric jet in very sparse and 
this in to be regretted because a comparison with the plane wake structure 
would be of interest. 
In this report, the background of theoretical and experimental 
vork on turbulent free flovs and particularly the turbulent plane jet 
in first reviewed (sections 2 and 3). This review is then followed by 
an analysis leading to several theories vhich describe the development 
of the plane jet in a moving airstream( section 4). These theories 
stake different assumptions about the turbulent flov and they vere 
developed in order to compare with subsequent experimental results. 
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In sections 5 and 6, a description is given of the plane jet model and 
instrumentation used in the experiments. The instrumentation included 
constant current hot wire anemometer equipment and the development of this 
is fully discussed and includes a description of a simple circuit for 
measuring the intermittency factor in turbulent flows. The problems of 
applying the hot wire anemometer are discussed and the basic theory is 
critically re-assessed. Further, the problem of static pressure measurements 
in a turbulent flow is also re-considered and the early conclusions of 
the work of Goldstein and rage (1936) are modified. In sections 7 and 8, 
the results of experiments on a plane jet exhausting into a comparitively 
slow moving airstream are described. This flow is an example of a possible 
self-preserving flow and the results are analysed to provide comprehensive 
details of the turbulence structure of this flow. A comparison with 
the results of Townsend (1956) for a plans wake flow in made and, in 
section 9, the applicability of the various theories of turbulence is 
discussed. Finally, in sections 10 and 11, results of experiments on 
a plane jet exhausting into a fast moving airstream are analyzed to 
provide information about the general development of a jet in a moving 
airstream. 
The measurements on the plan-b jet exhausting into a slov moving 
airstream shov that the flov becomes self-preserving at distances davnstrean 
from the jet nozzle larger than thirty jet nozzle widths. In the self-preserving 
region of the flow, it is found that the distributions of the turbulent 
intensities across the jet are similar to those found in a plane wake. 
However, the turbulent energy balance for the plane jet and the plans wake 
show important differences. Some simple measurements of the eddy structure 
seemed to show that shear carrying eddies are among the largest in the flow 
and are partly responsible for the intermittency phenomenon. The unsteady 
irrotational flow outside the jet in shown to be adequately described by 
the theories of Phillips (1955) and Stewart (1956). 
In the case of the jet in a fast moving airstream, the flow should 
develop a structure similar to the plane vake flov. 11ovever, the experiments 
show that the approach to this plans vake type of structure taken place 
at a very slov rate. None of the simple theories developed in section 4 
proved to be adequate to describe the complete development of a plane jet in 
a moving airstream. 
r, 
iLG 
2.0 Review of basic th2oU. 
2.1 The equations of motion and self-preserving flows. 
We will be considering only two-dimensional flows. Cartesian 
co-ordinates will be used with the x-axis and y-axis lying parallel and 
normal to the free-stream direction respectively. The longitudinal or 
x-component of mean velocity will be denoted by U and the lateral or 
y-component by V. The turbulent velocities will be denoted by u, v and w. 
The full equations of motion for a two-dimensional turbulent shear layer 
with "boundary layer" assumptions are (Townsend (1956)): - 
,uup, r 2) Ij i 4- V ! 
ýý- 
=-i ýLl +1L- -ýL 
(G2 
(3 x C, )LY e ax e -Dj ax 
P e7i (2.1.2) 
where the shear stress, i Ev- + ý! 
LL) 
and P' is the static pressure ay I 
outside the shear layer in the irrotational flow region. 
The continuity equation is: - 
au av 
x x v y r+ mo 
We will consider initially self-preserving flows in which: - 
f(Y/t) ; W- . U2 
2 
v U-U1+u00 g12(Y/t) ;u. u0 91(Y/b) ; 
2 uo g2(y/b)* 
where UI is usually taken as the local free-stream velocity and U0 and 
6 are relevant velocity and length scales respectively of the shear layer. 
The exact choice of these depends on the type of flow being considered. 
f, g12' gI and g2 are all functions of y1t only. 
Substituting equations (2.1.4) into equation (2.1.1) gives (see 
Townsend (1956»: - 
ä (U,. U, ) F- 3L. cl (UI-b) 9 F, + u. ci F? - - u. d (u., s) FIS Fä, ý 
CTX- ,s Jx- xý i-x 
j-I+ 'U 2 a u. 1.2 sLS ( 3,3 a) =p dx s dx s 
where TI-y/6 and dashes denote differentiation with respect to n. To be 
consistent with the assumption of self-preservation, it is necessary that 
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the coefficients in equation (2.1.5) are in a constant ratio to one another. 
In the case of laminar flows, this leads to the following conditions: - 
UUI Oc xm cc X-1/2(m-1) 
Falkner-Skan boundary (a) or layer flows. 
U0-UI oc exp( ex) ;6 or exp(- ý x/2) 
UI-0. U0 c< xm; 60cx , 
with m- -1/3 for the laminar plane jet and 
with m -- -1/2 for the laminar plane wall jet. 
(C) uI >>U 
0. 
u0 Ocx- 
1/2 
; bacx 
1/2 
for the laminar plane wake. 
In turbulent flows, we obtain: - 
U-U1 Oc Z- 
I; LOCX. 
i. o. the flow between diverging plane walls. 
However, if we ignore the viscous term in equation (2.1.5), we also obtain: - 
IU Oc U Oc xm; 6cx X. 0 
or 
U0 CK U1 oc exp( p x) ; toc x. 
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These can represent a class of self-preserving boundary layer flows. 's 
The neglect of the viscous term requires that the region near the wall 
is excluded from the self-preserving flow. 
(b) UI-0. U0 ccx-1/2 ; 6(Kx. i. e. the turbulent plane jet. 
(C) 
(d) 
UIMU0-a constant. 6ocz. i. e. the turbulent mixing layer formed 
between two parallel stream. 
K-1/2 . 
1/2. U? Uc. U0 oc I, bocx i. e. the turbulent plane wake. 
In the present instant, ve are interested only in the turbulent 
plane jet and wake and we will define U0 as Uie smean velocity difference 
between the free-stream and the centre-line of the flow and 6w60.5 an 
the y-ordinate at which the mean velocity, U -UI+0.5 U 0* 
2.2 Theories of turbulence. 
From experiments it appears that where a self-preserving flow is 
possible, there is a tendency for a self-preserving flow to develop. These 
flown are important because they are the least complicated of the shear flows 
and the most amenable to theoretical treatment. However, in order to 
proceed with any theoretical analysis, we must make some assumption 
relating the turbulent to the mean motion. As yet, there is no case where 
this has been possible in an exact way and solutions have only been obtained 
with the use of semi-empirical and phenomenalogical theories. The 
*The physical interpretation of theme coriditions is not necessarily unique. 
For example, it is possible that solutions could be found representing a 
free turbulent shear layer with a longitudinal pressure gradient. This 
comment applies also to the laminar FaUmer-Skan conditions which could 
be interpreted an representing a class of laminar free flows with & 
longitudinal pressure gradient as an alternative to the more usual 
boundary layer flown interpretation(Patel and Newman (1961)). 
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physical significance of these theories has been discussed by a number 
of authors (see, for example, Batchelor (1050) and 11inze (1959)) but, 
for completeness, a brief resume of some of these tbeories is given below. 
The discussion in limited to eddy viscosity theories which assume that: - 
Ir - -e wv- -9 
au 
dy (2.2.1) 
and which all make different assumptions for the eddy viscosity coefficient, c. 
However, equation (2.2.1) in itself requires that the scale of turbulence 
in much less than the scale of mean velocity variation (i. e. (L/U)(a/6y+c1.0, 
where L is a characteristic length scale of the turbulence). 
To provide a simple if naive picture of turbulent mixing processes, 
it is useful to make the analogy vith the molecular theory of gases. We 
will assume that the turbulent motion consists of small discrete lumps 
of fluid which have a characteristic path length, L (analogous with the 
inolecular amean free path) and a characteristic velocity. say 
4q' 
.( -u, -' , jAL4- 
If the velocity of the lumps in very high compared with the mean v*locity 
variation, then the turbulent fInctuations will be independent of the local 
mean velocity gradient and depend more on some overall property of the shear 
layer. Horeover, the high velocity of the lumps would ensure a homogeneous 
turbulence structure and, by exact analogy with the simple kinetic theory 
of gases, we obtain: - 
au au -r c< pL 
4q 
constant x (2.2.2) yV y 
Provided ( 
lq2/L 
>> all/ay). This theory is referred to as the constant 
exchange hypothesis since it given an eddy viscosity coefficient, s, that 
in constant across the shear layer. The analogy vith the kinetic theory 
14 
breaks down when we try to assign values to L and qý because there is 
no analogue with the dependence of the molecular mean free path and 
velocity on temperature. As a result, it has been necessary to determine 
experimentally the eddy viscosity coefficients. However, Townsend's 
large eddy hypothesis in an attempt to overcome this difficulty and, in 
fact, it does succeed in providing limiting values of the eddy viscosity 
coefficient. This hypothesis will be discussed later. 
As an alternative to the above theory, we can assume that the 
turbulent velocity fluctuation is identical with the variation of mean 
-2 
velocity over the path length i. e. u-L ! 
LU 
. Furthermore, if we assume 
ICL that the turbulent motion in everywhere similar (i. e. It . UV/YUA V uv 
22 
u"/v etc. are all constants) then: - 
L2 (4)U )2 (2.2.3) 
dy 
C) U provided L 7-. This is Prandtl's Mixing Length theory and it Y Y 
requires an additional assumption to determine the path length, L. 
Batchelor (1950) has discussed this theory from the standpoint of the 
turbulent energy balance and has shown that, in addition to the asawsptions 
already made, this theory implies that the turbulent energy production 
WV- OU ) is equal to the viscous dissipation of turbulent energy. 
C) y 
Other theories that have been fairly extensively employed are 
von Karman's Similarity hypothesis and G. I. Taylor's Vorticity Transport 
theory. The former can be regarded as a special cabe of Prandt, 119 theory 
in which L- (aU/a Y)/(a2U/ay2). The simplest form of G. I. Taylor's theory 
given an expression that is identical with Prandtl's theory except that 
G. I. Taylor's Mixiag Length is 1-2 times grelter than Prandtl1s. This is 
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of consequence only when the transfer of a passive scalar, such as beat, 
is considered (see, for example, hinze(1959)). 
The simple theories above cannot possibly represent the actual 
behaviour of turbulence and all that is hoped for in that one or other of 
them represents very loosely the relationship between the turbulent and 
mean motion. Comparison of the various assumptions in the theories 
with experiments is therefore necessary and will be considered at a later stage. 
We will now connider the application of these theories to the 
self-preserving flows. Ileferring to equation (2.1.5), it is now possible 
C. /U2 to express g12ý V0 as a function of the mean velocity profile function, f. 
According to: - 
(a) the constant exchange hypothesis, 912 m -f@/ýRT where N-Uot/vT is 
an eddy (viscosity) Reynolds number. 'ar equals F/C. 
(b) the Prandtl Mixing LengtL theory, g12 . _(L/6)2f, 
2 if L is assumed 
to be constant across any section of the flow. 
(c) the Yon Karman Similarity hypothesis, g12 -- constant xV4 /f" 
2 
Thus, to be consistent vith the assumption of self-preservation, it is 
necessary that: - 
(a) RT is a constant for a particular self-preserving flow. 
(b) L/6 is a constant for a particular self-preserving flow. 
Using the conditions for self-preservation (section 2.1) and any 
one of the above theories reduces equation (2.1.5) to an ordinary 
differential equation in f and, in consequence, a solution for f is 
possible. At present, ve are interested only in solutions for the plane 
jet and plane vake and it is sufficient for present purposes to consider 
only the form of the velocity profilesobtained from the simpler of these 
16 
w 
solutions. We vill compare these profiles on the basis of a reference 
length t 
0.5 which 
is the vulue of the y-ordinate where (U - Ul) = UO/2. 
For the constant exchange hypothesis, we have that: - 
(a) for the plane jet f sech 
2 (0.8814TO 
(b) for the plane wake f exp(-0.6932il 
2 
From Prandtl's Mixing Length theory, we have for the plane wake that: - 
The'Prandtl Mixing Length solution for the plane jet is more complicated 
(see, for example, Shih-l-]Pai (1957)) and f cannot be expressed directly 
in terms of -n. Solutions using von "rman's Similarity hypothesis must 
also be complicated and this hypothesis is not very convincing for 
turbulent free flows because it involves a singularity where V-0. An a 
result, this theory will not be considered further. 
The three simple profiles above are compared with one another in 
figure (1). It is well known that these profiles are in fair agreement 
with experimental results and that the mean velocity profiles in a plane 
jet and a plane wake are very similar although it is generally assumed 
that the wake profile approaches free-stream conditions more rapidly 
than the jet profile. 
More complete details of these solutions are given by Schlichting (1955)- 
tI have only seen a reference to a paper by W. Tollmien in which the 
wake problem was solved using von Karman's Similarity hypothesis. The 
plane jet problem has not apparently been solved using this hypothesis. 
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3.0 Comments on existing experimental work. 
In the case of the turbulent plane wake, the work of Townsend (1956) 
and Grant (1958) is the most significant and the structure of this flow 
has been investigated thoroughly. In the case of jet flows, the situation 
is less satisfactory. Corrain and his co-workers have carried out extensive 
measurements on the axi-symmetric jet but these measurements have almost 
certainly been affected by the non-linear response of the hot wire 
anemometers used. Moreover, to enable a direct comparison with Townsend's 
wake investigations, measurements in a plane jet would be preferred. The 
most important reports on this flow are those of Forthmann (1936), Miller 
and Commings(1057 ), van der liegge Zijnen (1958a, b& c) and Nakaguchi (1961). 
Unfortunately, none of these was comparable in detail to Townsend's work. 
3.1 The turbulent plane wake. 
Far downstream in the wake of a circular cylinder where UI >>U 0, 
it 
has been shown that self-preservation in possible and that: - 
1/2 
0 oc x ocz 
Townsend's measurements show that self-preservation of the turbulence 
structure occurs only at very large distances from the cylinder i. e. x/d>, 500. 
The distribution of turbulent intensities across the wake in this region 
are shown in figure (3). Because, in general, the only significant 
du 
production term in the turbulent energy balance in u-v T y 
(see Townsend (1956)), 
v 
it is to be expected that the u component of the turbulence in the largest 
where c)U/ay is significantly non-zero (Corrain (1957)). On the other hand, 
0 According to Grant (1958), the values of v and v2 measured by Townsend 
are roughly 25010 too large due to the technique used for calibrating 
the hot wire anemometers. Therefore, although the original values are 
used in the present work, this possible error should be borne in mind. 
is 
at the vake centre and at it& edge, all/ay is zero and the only sourco 
of turbulent energy comes from the advection and diffusion terms in the 
nergy balance. The advection term favours no particular turbulent component 
-2 -2 -2 
: 
ut diffusion would tend to diffuse v more rapidly than u or v 
--2 (Batchelor (1950)). Therefore, one would expect to find that v in greater 
-2 
than or at least comparable to u at the wake centre and edge. Furthermore, 
outside the turbulent fluid, there are irrotational velocity fluctuations 
induced by the convoluting surface of the turbulent flow and, according 
to Phillips (1955) and Stewart (1956), the intensities of this irrotational 
motion are related by: - 
--2 --2 --2 
V-U+W 
and, further, for large distances from the wake edge: - 
--2 «-2 --2 
v /2 mu in w o(_ (y - 
vhere y0 in the ordinate of the apparent origin of the irrotational velocity 
fluctuations. Some support for these predictions has been provided by 
Towns*nd's measurements. 
As to the structure of the turbulent notions, Tovneend has postulated 
what is essentially a double structure for the flow. The largest eddies 
appear to be "jet&" of fluid that originate at the boundary of the strain*d 
turbulent fluid with the non-turbulent fluid and which erupt outwards 
(Grant (1958)). It in these eddies vhich are responsible for the intermittency 
phenomenon. The remaining turbulence containing about 800/0 of the turbulent 
energy in assumed to be about one tenth of the scale of the large eddies 
and to have a homogeneous structure within the wake. Townsend took this 
model furtLer and proposed that the large eddies were, in the middle period 
of their life, in energy equilibrium between the energy gained from the 
19 
mean notion and the energy lost by work doue against the stresses of the 
smaller scale turbulence. Then he made an assumption for the actual form 
0 
of these large eddies and also assumed that the &hear stress vas carried 
entirely by the smaller eddies and could be written as a first approximation 
&a. - 
uv lu dy 
where r. is an eddy viscosity coefficient assumed a constant across the 
shear layer. The energy equilibrium postulate gave a relationship 
between the eddy Reynolds number, "T-Uob/v-r. and the size and position 
of the large eddies in relation to the shear layer. The limitations 
on the large eddy that it must fit into one half of the shear layer and 
also cause a negligible disturbance at the shear layer centre and edge 
fixed the value of 'IT between 16 and 25 where IIT is based on 6-Z0.5* 
The subsequent experiments of Grant (1958) show that the assumed form 
of the large eddies was incorrect but this does not in itself invalidate 
the general idea. 
From measurements of the rate of spread of the wake, Tovnsend 
obtained a value of the eddy Reynolds number in the wake of RTV- 14.7 
which is in fair agreement with the lower limit of his theoretical model. 
This value also agreed with th* value obtained directly from u comparison 
between the measured correlation coefficients and the correlation 
coefficients obtained from the assumed form for the large eddies. 
ý 3.2. The turbulent plane jet. 
Since this flow in of cvntral interest in th* present work, it 
Townsend assumed that these eddies were long cylindrical eddies with 
their axes lyigg in the x-direction but with their planes of rotation 
inclined at 45 to the x-axis. These eddies do not correspond with the 
form of the large eddies observed in the later experiments of Grant (1958). However, it in possible that the results of Townsend's analysis are not 
over sensitive to the assumed fom of the large eddies. 
L--ý 
I 
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appropriate to spend a little time in defining terms. In figure (2) is 
shown schematically the flow of a plans jet exhausting from a parallel 
ided nozzle of inner width h into a moving airstream of velocity U I* 
t is assumed that the nozzle does not interfere in any way with the 
flow except to prevent mixing of the jet and the free-stream until the 
nozzle exit. The jet is assumed to emerge from the nozzle with a uniform 
velocity, UJ, at ambient pressure. In the immediate vicinity of the 
nozzle exit, plane mixing layers develop at the junction of the jet with 
the free-stream on either side of the nozzle. These shear layers will 
be similar to the self-preserving mixing layer studied by Liepmann 
and Laufer (1947) and mentioned briefly in section 2.1. Eventually, 
these two layers will coalesce and the jet will become fully turbulent 
across its whole width i. e. the potential core disappears at the point 
of coalescence. In the case when UI-0, it in possible for this 
fully turbulent jet to develop into a self-preserving plans jet flov 
in vhich U0 CCx_l/2 and facx. In the remainder of this section, our 
attention will be directed solely at this case and the case vixen 
U, A0 vill be considered in section 4. For the self-preserving plans 
jet flow which may subsequently be called the "pure" jet flow, the 
reference velocity, U0, can be taken conveniently as the velocity on 
the jet axis and the length scale, t, as the y-ordinate at which U. UO/2. 
After the mixing layers have coalesced, there vill be a region of 
transitional flow before the turbulent jet becomes self-preserving and, 
consequently, the self-preserving flow will develop from an apparent origin that 
is different from the actual origin of the flow at the nozzle exit. 
* The region occupied by the mixing layers is also partly responsible for 
this shift. 
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Dimensional analysis gives: - 
110/Ui - function of (X/h) (3.2.1a) 
and 60.,. /h - function of (x/h) (3.2.1b) 
Using these expressions and the conditions for self-preservation, we obtain 
for the self-preserviug region of the flow: - 
1, 
.c (3.2.2a) 
U3 . 
Fx----Y. 
V T, IR 
S2i 
x (21 - -x. 
) (3.2.2b) 
hhh 
where K and C are both constants and x. /h is a constant and equal to the 
apparent shift in the origin of the flow. 
The momentum integral equation for this flow is: - 
the momentum f lux at the nozzle exit. (3.2.3) 
which gives in the self-preserving flow: - 
0.6 (3.2.4) 
where I 
3f2dn 
and I (gl - gddo' 2T 
Equation (3.2.4) given a relationship between the constants K and C in 
equatiOns (3.2.2a & b). Tbus: - 
c2. I K(I 2+I T) 
(3.2.5) 
The value of 12 can be obtained from tbe various theoretical curves 
for the mean velocity profile discussed in section 2 or from experiments. 
The following table lists the values of 12 from these sources. 
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Prof iIe. 1 
f- sech 
2(0.8814rl) (4/3) x (1/0.8811) 1.51 
f- exp(-0.6932TI 
2) (0.5%/0.6932) 1/2 1.51 
f. 0 -f2--i 
. PSYL 
-Ta- 11 1.433 
Present experiments. 
(see sections 7,8 & 10) 
1.467 
1 
The contribution to the momentum integral equation frow the turbulent 
term IT is small and it in usually ignored. The value of IT-0.046 was 
obtained from the present experiments. 
Having discussed the simple details of the pure jet flow, we will 
now consider the results of previous experimenters in this field. 
Inevitably in the experimental set-ups, there were departures from the 
ideal model that we have discussed. Firstly, the flows were only 
quasi-two-dimensional since the jets were obviously of finite span and 
this may have influenced the results in some cases. Furthermore, the 
jet flov at the nozzle may not have been uniform and there are also 
indications to show that the jets emerged at pressures slightly above 
ambient (see, for example, Miller and Conwings (1057)). Notwithatunding 
these various factors, all the experiments confirmed the prediction 
that: - 
-1/2. 
0 cc x, 
6(XX. 
However, there is some diversity among the various constants of 
proportionality and the following table lists the essential features 
and results from the various experiments. 
b Lý bl- - -- - 
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Author it hý Uj 
hly h Aspect Max. value xo/h K C 
ratio of X/h at 
which meas- 
urements 
were made. 
Forthmann 7.1 x 10 
4 3czas. 20 25 +1.5 O. IU3 2.3 
Van der begge 1.3 x 10 
4 0.5cma. 20 4o -0.6 0.096 2.48 
Zijnen. 1 1.3 x 10 lcm 25 40 -1.7 0.099 2.22 
Miller & 1.8 x 10 
4 1.3cms 40 40 -1.57 0.096 2.47 
_Commings N-akaguchi 0 86 1.6 0.35cmv 114 114 0.106 2.3 
o 
]Reichardt 1 1 -7 _T 0.115 
The value of the constant K should not depend on the conditions at the 
nozzle exit since it is the rate of dPread of the jet in the self-preserving 
region of the flow and, in fact, the various experiments are in rnoderate 
agreement over its value. An averuge of all the data gives K ftO. I. 
Using this value and the value of (1 2+IT)-1.51 
(obtained from the 
present experiments) in equation (3.2.5), we find that C-2.57. The 
table shows that the experimental values of C are not in good agreement 
with this value or, for that matter, with one another. The most likely 
explanation for this discrepancy is that the jet velocity across the nozzle 
in the various experiments was not uniform. 
An obvious way in which the results in the self-preberving region 
of the flow can bt made independent of the precise nozzle conditions 
is to regard the nozzle simply as a source of momentum flux, J. Equations 
(3.2.2a, & b) can then be replaced by: - 
u. -Nrx--X. - c (3.2.69) 
-F-T Iý 
so. 
s K 
(3.2.6b) 
X-XQ 
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The constants K and C should now be independent of the nozzle conditions 
and take values of 0.1 and 2.57 respectively according to the above 
discussion. Only the shift in the apparent origin of the flow will 
now depend on the nozzle conditions. 
A discussion of the turbulence structure of the plane jet is 
limited by the fact that, as far as the author is aware, the only 
experiments in which turbulence measurements were made are those of 
van der Hegge Zijnen (1958c) and Miller and Commings (1957). 
In the experiments of Hiller and Commings, static pressure and 
u profiles were measured up to x/h - 40 (figure 4). The static pressures 
were measured with a disc type static probe and the turbulence measurements 
were mad* with a constant temperature tungsten hot wire anemometer. 
These results are interesting because they show that in the outer region 
of the jet, the u2 profiles are apparently self-preserving for x/h>, 10 
__2 2 
whereas, even at x/h - 40, the values of u /U 0 
in the centre region 
have not become constant although they are clearly not far from becoming 
so. On the other hand, the static pressure profiles which are effectively 
regarded as v2 /U 
2 
profiles, do not exhibit self-preservation anywhere 0 
in the jet but it is again clear that they are approaching close to this 
state at x/h a 40. It also seems that u2 and v2 are about equal on the 
jet centre-line. 
Van der Hegge Zijnen measured u2fv2 and Uv- with a constant 
2 
current tungsten hot wire anemometer and u and v again with a heat 
diffusion technique. The difference between the results from the two 
measuring techniques and between the masured and calculated shear 
stress distributions show that the hot wire anemometer in not a very 
25 
accurate instrument in this flow where the turbulent intensities relative 
to the local mean velocity are very high. However, the measured relative 
magnitudes of the various quantities was probably reasonably accurate 
and, in addition, van der flegge Zijnen used an empirical correction 
which improved the consistency of the results. These results, some of 
which are shown in figure (5), show that although self-preservation 
has not been established at x/hm4O, the flow in not far from this state. 
-2 __2 
The results also confirm that u and v are about equal on the jet 
centre-line. The numerical differences between the results of van der 
liegge Zijnen and Miller and Commings are considerable - figure (5) - and 
they are presuma ly due to the instrumentation used. It is not possible 
to decide which are the most accurate results. 
Nakaguchi (1961) also measured some static pressure profiles in 
a plane jet up to X/h-120 using a conventional static tube. These results 
(figure (6)) are not in particularly good agreement with those of 
Hiller and Commings but they nevertheless confirm the fact that the 
flov in closely self-preserviag for x/b>, 50. 
From measurements of the rate of spread of the jet, it can be shown 
that the eddy Reynolds number for the pure jet flow is equal to RTJ= 36.5* 
which is over twice the value for the plane wake. According to Townsend, 
this difference is due to the lateral inflow into the jet (which is 
absent in the wake) which restricts the lateral growth of the large 
Ik 
This value of the eddy Reynolds number was obtained from a simple 
integral theory which will be described in section 4.1 and in which the 
assumed velocity profile is taken from the present experiments. This 
value of 11T. for the jet should be more representative than the value 
obtained from the constant exchange hypothesis using f- seck2(0.8814n) 
which does not agree particularly well with the experimental velocitY 
profiles. 
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eddies and causes them to be smaller than those in the wake. According 
to the energy equilibrium postulate for the large eddies, this leads 
to a higher value of the eddy Reynolds number (see Townsend (1950) pp. 127) 
which may be related to the value in a wake very roughly by (see 
Tovsejmd (1956) pp. 189): - 
R'T (3.2.7) 
RT. 
vhere j(aU/dx)/(dU/ay))t in a typical value in the outer region of the 
flow of the ratio of the longitudinal strain rate to the lateral strain 
rate. In the plane jet: - 
AIL U. cis, 
a Ula xF N- ý. -. =ES, 'z (3.2.8) auray F1 U4, dx 
In the outer region of 
ýle 
jet, f/f*-*- 0 so that: - 
dulax dG 
au/ay V 
(3.2.9) 
If we take-n - 1.5 an a typical station in the outer region of the 
flow and dbo. 5/dx =0.1, we obtain from equations 
(3.2.7) and (3.2.9) that: - 
RT. 
Lff = exp(9clSv 1z 2-46 RTW i-x 
) 
This agrees (rather too well, in fact) with the observed value of 2.48. 
According to Tovnsend (1956 pp. 105), the energy containing eddies 
are in a state of structural equilibrium in vhicb parameters like R uv 
are universal constants. Therefore, the larger value of eddy Reynolds 
T-IU2 v number in a plane jet and so lower shear stresses, v should lead 0 
also to loweir values of the turbulent quantities, u2 /U 
2 
etc. From 0 
the experimental results (figure (5)), this in clearly the case although 
discrepancies in the data for the plane jet prevent the determination 
of relxable values of R 
Uv , 
for example, for comparison vith the values 
f ound in a "ke. 
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3.3 The turbulent axi-symmetric jet. 
Although the present investigation in not directlY concerned with 
the axi-symmetric jet, some of the experimental results on this 
self-preserving flow are of particular interest. The eddy Reynolds 
number for this flow is again larger than the value for the plane wake 
and the Townsend flow model again gives a consistent explanation of 
this difference. ]Purthermore, measurements of the internittency factor 
in this jet flow (Corrain and Kistler (1954) reveal that the intermittent 
region is smaller than in the plane wake, thus supporting Townsend in 
his conclusion that the large eddies in jets are smaller than those in wakes 
(Townsend (1956) pp. 190). Howuver, it in possible that the smaller 
intermittent flow region is a characteristic of the axi-symmetric flow 
and intermittency measurements in a plane jet would be preferable. 
Corrain's measurements (1943) seen to show that self-preservation 
occurs first in the contra region of the axi-symmetric jet which is 
opposite to the behaviour of the plane jet. It is also found that 
-2 -2 
u>v at the edge of the jet vhieh is in contradiction to Phillips'& 
theory and the results for the plane wake. Hovever, turbulent intensities 
in a jet are very high at the edge of the flov and, consequently, the 
accuracy of the hot vire measurements cannot be very good. 
Finally, Johannesen (1959) measured static pressure profiles in 
an axi-symetric jet up to x/d-100 and found that the pressure coefficient 
ap /IPU 
2) 
on the centre-line increased up to a value of 0.048 at 80 
x/d-37 and, thereafter, it decreased steadily to a value of 0.013 
at x/d. 100. This again is not in accord vith the results for the plane Jet 
and seems to indicate a very different approach to self-preservation. 
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4.0 An introduction to the plane jet-in a movinIZ airstream. 
In this section, we will consider the problem of the plane jet in 
a moving airstream. Several theories art developed for describing the 
spread of the jet and the decay of the centre-line velocity. These 
theories make different assumptions about the relationship between the 
turbulent shear stresses and the mean velocity profile and the intention 
is to provide a framework against which subsequent experimental data may 
be analysed rather than, at this stage, to provide 'working' theories 
for the plane jet in a moving airstream. 
We will consider first the model discussed at the beginning of 
section 3.2 except that now U, ý 0. Dimensional analysis gives for the 
mean velocity in the jet: - 
function of 
and, in particular: - 
U 
function of 
(UJ 
(4.0.2a) 
UIb 
0.5 function of 
(UJ 
A (4.0.2b) 
hUI h) 
In any experimental set-up, the wing must affect the jet flow in 
the immediate vicinity of the wing trailing edge because of modifications 
to the local potential flow and also because of the boundary layers on 
the wing surfaces. However. we can assume that acme way downstream these 
GFFects will have died out 0 and in this region the jet nozzle can again 
* Miller and Coming* (1960), for example, carried out measurement* in two parallel plane jets vhose nozzles were a distance y/hn6 apart. The two jets coalesced forming a single jet whose characteristics for x/h)ý20 
were identical with a conventional plane jet in spite of the unusual nozzle exit conditions. 
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be regarded simply as a source of excess momentum flux, J. Equations 
(4.0.2a & b) then becoine: - 
! I. 
=F (4.0.3a) lit 
so-S 
i=G4.0.3b) 
-T/eu 11(, e 
U. 2 (x-X. ) 
where x0 is the apparent shift in the origin of the flow due to the 
particular nozzle conditions. It is to be noted that as x-4. x 0, 
the 
function F in equation (4.0.2a) must approach the function for a jet 
exhausting into a stationary atmosohere for which (see equation (3.2.6a): - 
*-fTe 
-a constant, Cw2.57 
Therefore, as x-ix 
0, we 
have: - 
jýu. 
2(x-x. ) 
(4.0.4) 
Although self-preservation in a jet in a moving airstream is not 
possible throughout the entire flov field, two types of self-preserving 
flow can exist in limited regions of the flow. Near the jet exit, where 
U-VýUl, a 'pure' jet flow is possible in vbich U c4x-1/2 and 6cKx, whereas, 00 
far downstream wherd U0 AUI, there will be the possibility of a 
-1/2 1/2 self-preserving wake type of flow in which U0 ocx and 6ccx One 
of the important differences between these two flown is the difference 
in the eddy Reynolds numbers and, therefore, any theoretical treatment 
based on this-concept must allow for this variation of eddy Reynolds 
number. It in possible to develop such a theory using Townsend's large 
eddy hypothesis and details of this theory are given in the following 
section 4.1. 
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4.1 Developmont of a nimPle theory for the plane jet in a moving 
airstream. 
Since the theory to be developed makes use of integral forms 
of the momentum and energy equations, some assumption must be made 
about the mean velocity profiles in a jet. To a good degree of 
accuracy, the velocity profile in both jets and wake& may be written 
in the form: - 
UI+U0 ATI) (4.1.1) 
where f(n) is a universal function. In sections 7,8 and 10, it will 
be shown experimentally that this in, in fact, a very good assumption. 
The momentum integral equation is: - 
do SU (U 
- U. ) C13 (4.1.2) 
where the turbulent terms have been ignored since they are small. 
Substituting equation (4.1.1) into (4.1.2) gives: - 
M2J" + MQ = 
: r- 
(4.1.3) SO-5 
(eU. 
Z 
where H-U O/Ul and 
In- 
Sfndn. 
Equation (4.1.3) gives a relationship 
06 
between the jet thickness parameter, 62), and M. We now 0.5/ 
(J/ 'PU I 
require an additional relationship between these variables and the 
parameter (x-x 0 
)/(J/&21) - in accordance with equations (4.0.3a & b). 
We will make use of the energy integral equation and the eddy viscosity 
concept. The energy integral equation in 
U(U U") Cis (4.1.4) 
It will be shown in section 9 that as an empiricism the assumption 
of an eddy viscosity coefficient constant across the jet is not 
unreasonable. 
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Substitution into equation (4.1.4) of the mean velocity profile function 
- equation (4.1.1) - and an eddy viscosity coefficient assumed constant 
across the jet gives: - 
k3 M2 13 + DMI2 + 2r) 
6 cim +(M2r3 + 3MII* ? -I, 
) i dSo-s (4.1.5) : Js - ýiz (Jx M3 dx RT 
vhere V- 
! 
(f') 2 d-n and RT- U060. t/VT 
in the eddy Reynolds number. 
-06 
It is now necessary to specify a form for RT. If we accept the 
principle behind Townsend's large eddy hypothesis, we can write: - 
'ý'r 
-exp constant -A 
MI&X)ý ) (4.1.6) 
RT, ') 
U J'DýJ 
where RT 
W 
in the eddy Reynolds number in the plane wake and 
J(aU/ax)/aU/ay)J 
is a typical value of the strain rate ratio in the outer region of 
the flow. The use of Tovneend's large eddy hypothesis requires that 
(a) the period of the large eddies is much smaller than the time 
necessary for an appreciable change in the strain rate ratio and (b) 
the smaller eddies adjust themselves sufficiently rapidly to ensure 
that large eddy equilibrium is maintained. Further coments on the 
applicability of this hypothesis will be made later in section 11. 
From equation (3.2.8), we have: - 
allld I. F S" dm-I (L%4)., s Way iý m Jý dx 
and, for convenience, we can approximate 
tht expression: - 
I=II 
R-r RT 
L 
'ý'f )t 
M dx F W 
where X is a constant and (f/f')t and -n 
station in the outer region of the flow. 
to equation (4.1.6) by 
AO-S Ox S It 
t are evaluated at some ty-pical 
say atn - 1.5. 
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Using equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.8) in equation (4.1.5) gives 
after some algebra: - 
T/p U. ' (AM3+ ama-f- cm) dM - -aI' (4.1.0) 
M4 (M_6, C)2 
ux- WT-w 
where P, = L3 + 9- . 
j, (CC. +2 acl) 
12 Rjc 12 
B I 
12 Rr, 12 
c=1.1 ir 
and cc, = ^4 (p ; cc-L 
fs t 
Equation (4.1.9) may be integrated directly to give: - 
jog(t; ýS)[2la-3_h, j+ i LE - q-_l 
]t 
.1 
[g -- -L 2= C3 -+c ccm. cpl 2CM , RTI 
The equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.10) give a solution for the spread of 
the jet and the decay of the centre-line velocity which is in accordance 
with the dimensional arguunents behind equations (4. U. 3& & b). 
It is to be noted that an M-o-a*(Ipurel jet flow), the equations 
(4.1.3) and (4.1.10) give: - 
'So. & _4V6 
UZI - :T O. S a 
- 1/2 i. e. 6 0.5 Oc X; 
U0 (X x 
and as M-6,0(wake flow), they give: - 
MI, 
(4.1.12) -M-A r- ,- ; Tleu. 2 
iFTW 
0-6 
1/2 - 1/2 i. e. 6 0.5 cc x; Ua cc x 
A very simple form of ibe above theory which will be useful for 
comparative purposes at a later stage can be obtained by assuming that 
the eddy Reynolds number is constant throughout the flov and equal to 
the 'pure' jet value. It will. of course, have the wrong asymptotic 
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behaviour as M-*O since, as already discussed, the eddy Reynolds number 
cannot be constant. This theory is easily obtained from equation 
(4.1.10) 
= JkTJ. Ilso, of interest for reference by setting (x, w cc, =0 and 
purposes is the limiting case of th9constant eddy Reynolds number theory whenj, 
U1 -0 ('part' jet flow). The momentum integral 
(equation (4.1.3)) givts: - 
so-su 2 Ja 
vhence ý. S-e -is 2S os dU. 6ýt IT. Xt 
The energy integral equation (4.1.5) gives: - 
411, + 
4ý2-s 
.-R. 
'r 
dx Jx Rlir is 
Substitution into equation (4.1.15) of equation 
(4.1.14) gives: - 
665 
- 
41' 
X- xs 
ýrj 13 
(4.1.13) 
(4.1.14) 
(4.1.15) 
(4.1.16) 
Since both the variable and constant eddy Reynolds number theories 
must bays the same asymptotic behaviour as U1 -1-0, reference to 
equations (4.1.11) and 
(4.1.16) shov that it is necessary for 
IITJ13 - "TV I?. This can eR8ilY be verified as true using equation 
(4.1.8). 
In order to apply the above theories, it is necessary to give 
values to the integral* In (n - 1,2,3) and 11 and the constants 
cc, and 0(.,. This vill be coneddered later in seetion 11. 
4.2 Fxisting theories for the turbulent jet in a moving airstream. 
The only other theoretical work on the turbulent plane jet in a 
moving airstream knovn to the author is that of Abramovich (1958). 
Discussion of this vork has been delayed until nov because it is based 
upon an assumption which has little in commn vith previously discussed 
ideas. 
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The work of Abramovich is based apparently on the notion that the 
flow spreads as a result of a lateral movement of the jet boundary which 
is convected downstream with the zaean velocity of the flow. Therefore: - 
d6 V, 
a; - um- (4.2.1) 
vhere V in the velocity of the lat*ral noyment of the jet boundaries 
and Um is the mean velocity of the jet. Purthermor*, it it is asawnd 
that VI in proportional to the difference in the mean velocity across 
the *hear layer, U0, we obtain: - 
d& Am 
dx H+2 
(4.2.2) 
vhere A is a constant. Using the momentum integral equation (4.1.3) 
Ik 
and equation (4.2.2) gives the folloving solution to the jet problem: - 
2 10% (m + C-) + --L 
2 +L -L - -I- c-A. 
Iz X- %* 
C) - CM CML lieu" 
(4.2.3) 
This equation is similar in form to the solutions obtained in section 4.1. 
It to to be noted that for the 'pure' jet flov, equation (4.2.2) given: - 
= 
b6 
In the notation of the constant eddy Reynolds number theory (equation 
(4.1.6)), ve obtain: - 
RTJ 13 
Therefore, equation (4.2.3) may be re-written: - 
1 
_! & 
(P- 
-, 
) 
r cm cma) 
x-x. (4.2.4) 
c - IITZ 
*The solution obtained here is quite different from that given in 
Abramovich's original paper. Abramovich made use of an additional 
(and redundant) relationship for tht centre-line velocity. The comon 
feature of the above work and Abramovich's paper is the use of equation 
(4.2.2). 
-- ---n-rr'V 
- '. -. i, f4W; 
As H-oo, this equation given the conventional pure jet solution - equation 
(4.1.16). However, as H-o (wake flow), equation (4,2.4) gives: - 
--L . P-r, X-X. . 
I, 
am2c Ole,, %a 
(4.2.5) 
This may be compared vith the previous vake flov solution - equation 
(4.1.12). It is clear that the Abramovich wake solution is equivalent 
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to an eddy viscosity solution with an eddy Reynolds number "Tv- RTj(13"2)* 
From subsequent experimental results, it will be shown that 1 3/'2-0' 82 
vhereas, as discussed in section 3, RTv/RTJ- 0.4. Therefore, Abramvich's 
theory cannot be asymptotically correct as N-+-O. 
A comparison between the various theories discussed in this section 
and the experimental results will be given in section 11. 
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5.0 The plane jet model and its associated_tquipment. 
5.1 The plane jet model. 
The apparatus consisted basically of a thin wing spanning 
horizontally the 41 x 31 closed return tunnel at Queen Mary College 
with a jet nozzle consisting of a slot 18" x 3/80 extending over 
the centre 18" of the trailing edge of the wing. The air supply 
for this jet was provided by a centrifugal fan which supplied air 
to the jet via a duct within the wing. To approach two-dimensional 
conditions as closely as possible, two plywood walls were mounted 
in the tunnel parallel to the airstream, one on either side of the jet. 
The basic problems in designing the apparatus were to ensure 
that the jet had an even spanwise velocity distribution and also that 
the wing did not appreciably disturb the mainstream either by having 
a large drag or by modifying the potential flow. These two problems 
were aggravated to some extent by the fact that the only source 
of air supply was a low pressure centrifugal fan. In consequence, small 
high pressure ducting feeding the jet through high loss gauzes could not 
be used. 
In order to obtain some idea of the beat internal layout of 
the full-scale model, a small test model was made (figure 7). This 
consisted of a sheet of brass bolted to a perspex sheet with duralumin 
spacers in between forming a duct 60 x 1/4" which contracted to 3" x 1/4" 
at a right angle corner. Air, supplied from the centrifugal fan, flowed 
through the 0" duct, negotiated the corner where a variety of corner vanes 
vere tested and then *Xhausted through the 3" duct to atmosphere. 
, e- I 
-, ', ,-ýý-, 
y I, -, --, I-- 
The perspex plate enabled tufts attached to the duct walls and corner 
vanes to be observed. A few static boles in the duct walls were also 
available to check pressure losses. The first tests were carried out 
with only three corner vanes and a typical velocity distribution across 
the span of the 3" jet is shown as curve I in figure 8. Clearly this 
set-up was unsatisfactory because the wake& of the corner vanes produced 
large variations in the exit velocity distribution. The number of corner 
vanes was increased to 8 and, as the results in figure 8 curve Il shows 
this improved the distribution. Finally, a 2: 1 contraction was added to 
the jet exit, reducing the jet thickness to 1/8", and, in this way, the 
velocity distribution given as curve III in figure 8 was obtained. This 
was regarded as satisfactory and design of the full scale model was then 
undertaken. Under all conditions, the duct losses were very low and not 
more than a few inches of water. 
The full scale model is shown in diagrams and photographs in 
figures (9-11). It can be seen that the mid-chard region of the win& 
consisted of two rectangular sheets of brass screwed to I" duraluain 
spacers in between them. These spacers, in addition to keeping the nodel 
rigid, also formed the sides of the internal ducting. This rectangular 
duct within the ving was 13" x 10 expanding to 18" x I" in negotiating 
the corner to the jet nozzle. It is to be noted that, unlike the test 
model, the duct in the full scale model expanded around the corner. This 
difference resulted from the decision to supply air from one end of the 
wing only instead of from both ends, as was envisaged in the early stages 
of the programe. This decision was made on grounds of simplicity. 
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The corner vanes, of which there were 23, were bent out of brans sheets 
(18 S. W. G) and had small lugs brazed to them to accommodate 10 b. a. screws 
which held them to the brass plates 
(figure 1.2). The Phape, size and 
density of these corner vanes were arrived at from the results of the 
test model and also from some data on aircraft ductiDg 
(Patterson - 1937) 
The nose section of the model was made in three parts, all of them 
from wood. The centre-section, which was the "working" section of the 
wing. was made very carefully from mahogany and held by the two metal 
formers shown an AI and A2 in figure 10. The profile of this nose 
section was designed by a hodograph method which is fully described in 
appendix 1. The object of this profile was to avoid large adverse 
pressure gradients at the junction of the nose section with the parallel 
mid-chord section and, thereby, to avoid transition and a consequent 
increase in drag. It was gratifying to find that, on test, transition 
did not occur anywhere on the parallel mid-chord section of the wing. 
It had been hoped to have static holes in the nose section but this 
would have involved some difficult machining and, since it was not 
vital, it was avoided. On either side of the mahogany nose section 
was a similar nose section but made less carefully out of soft vood. 
The trailing edge section over the "working" part of the wing, 
shown in figure 10, consisted of two shaped mahogany pieces 18" in 
span and 4" chord. These vere mounted on the two metal formers shovn 
as BI and B2 in figure 10. The internal profile of the two pieces 
provided a contraction from the I" of the win& duct to 3/8" for the 
jet exit. The external profile was an arbitrary smooth curve which 
V. erwfl - 
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simply faired the parallel section down to the jet exit. Sharp trailing 
edges at the jet exit were obtained by inserting strips of mica into the 
mahogany which could then be shaped to give a fine edge whereas the 
mahogany alone could not. These trailing edge pieces were supported 
only at the ends and, consequently, the jet was entirely free from any 
obstructing spacers. In retrospect, fine spacers could have been used 
but, in any event, the variation in the jet &lot width was only about 
*2 0/0 over the centre 10" of the jet an shown by figure 13. 
On either side of the 180 span jet, ordinary soft wood trailing 
edge pieces were mounted. 
On the completed model, the holes for countersunk screws and 
gaps between the various wooden pieces and the brass plates were filled 
with Araldite and the whole model carefully rubbed down and polished. 
The model was supported in the tunnel by 8 adjustable brass logs, 
four above and four below the model (see Figure V). These enabled the 
model to be aligned accurately in both the streamwise and spanvise 
directions. On either side of the jet, 3/8" thick plywood false walls 
were mounted parallel to the mainstream. They extended from floor to 
ceiling and to as far back as 30" from the jet exit. Static holes in 
these walls enabled them to be aligned accurately with the airstream. 
Air was supplied to the wing duct from a7h. p. centrifugal fan 
outside the tunnel via a contracting duct (figures 15). This duct 
was designed according to the method of Whitehead, Wu and Waters (1951) 
and tests indicated that the velocity distribution at its exit was 
very even. 
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A nwnber of tests were carriod out to check the Wo-dimensionality 
of the flov and in all cases the spanvist variations wtre not excessive. 
At the jet exit, the variation in total head across the spun was not 
0/0 greater than 1. Further downstream at x- 19", the spanwise distribution 
of total bead on the jet centre-line began to develop the "saddloback" 
charateristic shown in figurt (14) and noted also by van der Ilegge 
Zijnen (1958a) in his experiments. ILowever, over the centre 10" of the 
span, the total head variation was still not greater than 40/0. 
5.2 The traversipA gear. 
The traversing gear consisted of two basic units, namely the 
vertical traversing mechanism and the longitudinal traversing mechanism 
(these can be seen in figure (16)). 
The carriage for carrying the weasuri"g instruments was screwed 
up and down by a 1/4" diameter D. S. F. screwed rod (20 t. p. i. ). This 
screw was driven by a Bowden cable from outside the tunnel by a 12 volt 
D. C. inotor with a mechanical counter attisched to it for recording the 
number of motor revolutions. Ten revolutions of the motor were equivalent 
to one turn of the screw. 
The longitudinal traversing mechanism which was similar in 
construction to the vorticul traversing mechanism was mounted on the 
tunnel ceiling and again driven from outside by an electric motor. 
The vertical traversing mechanism was suspended from the longitudinal 
traversing gear on a movable carriage. The lower end of the vertical 
traversing mechanism ran on ball races in a rail on the floor of the 
tunnel and which constrained the gear from moving sideways (see figure (16). 
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Both pitot, static tubes and hot wire anemometei-8 could be fitted 
to the measuring instruments carriage. by means of simple adjusting screws, 
incidence of the measuring instrumejuts could be varied over the limited 
0 
range of *-3 . Also, the design allowed the instruments to be rotated 
0 
about their axes in steps of 9U . This feature was incorporated to 
0 
enable sloping hot wire anemometers to be rotated easily through 180 -a 
isaneouvre necessary for the measurement of the turbulent shear stress 
and the Yý andrw, -- tuibulent intensities. 
6.0 Instrumentation. 
In the experiments, pitot and static tubes were generally used 
for mean flow measurements whereas a hot wire anemometer was used for 
turbulence measurements. Notwithstanding the considerable amount of 
work that has been dome on the use of theme instruments in turbulent 
flows, many problems still remain and only with the greatest care 
can reasonably accurate results be obtained. In consequence, a rather 
full account will be given of both the theoretical and practical work 
the author undertook on the subject. Furthermore, since a large part 
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of the research programme van taken up iLL the construction and development 
of the bot wire anemometer equipment, this will be fully described also. 
6.1 The theory Of the hot wire anemometer. 
There are a number of different techniques for operating a hot 
wire anemoweter. The most common are: - 
(i) The constant current technique for both mean flow and turbulence 
measurements. 
(ii) The const&nt current technique for turbulence measurements only. 
The mean resistance is then kept colistant for different mean velocities. 
(iji) The constant resistance tecluiique for both turbulence and mean 
flow measurements. 
In the first two methods, the wire, which is usually one arm of 
a Wheatstone bridge, is operated in series with a large resistance so 
that in the presence of fluctuating velocities the current remains 
almost constant even though the resistance varies. However, in method M 
the current is kept constant even for different values of mean velocity 
and a calibration consists of measuring the variation of wire resistance 
C 
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as a function of mean velocity. In method (ii), the mean resistance of the 
wire is kept constant for different values of the mean velocity by 
adjusting the supply voltage to the Wheatstone bridge. A cAlibration 
consists of measuring the variation of mean current through the wire 
as a fuuction of mean velocity. Finully, in method (iii), the resistance 
is kept constant for both mean velocity variations and turbulence by 
means of a feedback amplifier that adjust* the Wheatstone bridge supply 
voltage to maintain the constant resistance condition. A calibration 
is identical to that required for method (ii). 
The constant resistance method (iii) is almost certainly the most 
satisfactory provided the basic problem of developing a suitable feedback 
amplifier has been overcome. The advantages0f this method are (a) the 
mean flow calibration can be applied directly to fluctuating velocities 
(b) that since the temperature of the wire remains sensibly constant, 
thermal inertia effects are generally negligible, and (c) errors due 
to the non-linear response of the hot wire anemometer are onaller using 
this method than either of the other two techniques. Of these other 
two techniques, method (ii) is generally regarded as superior because 
it has greater sensitivity and mean flow calibrations are more readily 
obtained. The disadvantage in that knowledge of the heat transfer law for the 
wire is required. botli constant current methods require compensation 
for thermal inertia effects. However, the apparatus is less complicated 
than that required for constant resistance operation and, also, 
measurements involving more than wire can more easily be carried out. 
fl OUT O'tý 
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On the grounds that some constant current equipment was already 
available and also due to its greater simplicity, it was decided to 
employ the constant current technique and, in particular, method (ii). 
In the past, it has been usual to assume that the steady state 
heat transfer law for a hot wire normal to an airstream could be written: - 
Nu - A, + BI(R d) 
1/2 
(6.1.1) 
where Nu and Rd are the Nusselt and Ueynolds numbers respectively and 
A' and BI are constants. However, as a result of some careful experiments, 
Collis and Williams (1959) proposed a n&v heat transfer lav: - 
T 
a) 
-0.17 
Nu A" (6.1.2) 
ý11;. 
4' 13"(Rd)n 
where the constants A". B" and n take the folloving values. 
n Aw B- 
I 
0.02 4Rd 444 0.45 0.24 0.56 
44 <R<, 140 0.51 0 0.48 
Too in the absoluto ambient tonperature and Tu is the mean of tho ambient 
and wire temperatures. The fluid properties in Nu and Rd vere evaluated 
at this mean temperature. The efFtdt of yaving the vire may be accounted 
for by multiplying the s*cond term on the right hand side of equation 
(6.1.2) by a function S(*) where * is the angle between the wire and 
the direction of the airstream. If only the component of velocity 
normal to the wire was effective in the heat transfer processes, 
vould be equal to (*in*) n. Hovever, according to some exp*riments 
of C. A. G. Webster (1962): - 
Dr22 )n/2 sin *(l +a cot * (6.1.3) 
where "a" in a constant which was found to be 0.2 for the range of 
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wire lengths normally used for turbulence measurements. 
In order to apply equations (0.1. &0 and (b. 1.3) to the measurement 
of turbulence, it in necessary to make a number of assumptions. The 
most fundamental of these is that the steady state heat transfer law 
applies instantaneously even when the flow is unsteady. This will be 
valid if the characteristic time for the establishment of steady flow 
past the wire is much less than the characteristic time for the velocity 
fluctuations. If we crudely assume that d/q and L/q are the respective 
characteristic times then it is simply necessary that: - 
d/L ýC 1.0 
where d is the wire diameter and L and q are the characteristic length 
and velocity scales of the turbulence respectively. This inequ/Ality 
in always fulfilled in normal tipplications of hot wire anemometers. 
Equation (6.1.2) may be written in terjas of practical parameters 
in the form (see Collis and Williams (1959)): - 
iR. kýj +A(T -T )] UnS(,. ý) 
T$4 - T. 
=0,. 
)1 *- B 11 (Tij -T (6.1.4) 
vhere i is the current through the wire, TU and % are the absolute 
operating temperature of the wire and the wire resistance at this 
temperature respectively. A and B are constants for a given wire, fluid 
and ambient temperature. SI and 11 are also constant for a given 
ambient temperature and take values of 0.00164 and 0.00025 respectively 
at 293 0A according to Collin and Williams. The parameters SI and U are 
only weakly dependent on tIje ambient temperature and can be regarded 
as absolute constants over the range of ambient temperatures normally 
encountered. 
........ 
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For the general relationship between the wire resistance, R, and 
its absolute temperature, T, we will assume that: - 
oc (T-T. ) *. p (T--r. 
), 2 ) (6.1.5) 
Whore T in 2730A and IL is the vire resistance at this temperature. 00 
cc and are temperature coefficients of resistivity for the wire. 
Since, in general, e-SOC we may re-write equation (6.1.5) as: - 
T -T.. R4- 
[I 
- _@ 
Rm + R. - P- P, 
ock cc oc R, 
1 
and substituting this equation in equation (6.1.4), ve obtain: - 
12 oLR, + SX (R, 4- p _<X oc cc R. Rm - P6 Rm + Rw - 2R. ) 
or-R. 
13 
1,0, ) (1 
- .§ 
R14 + Rvo -R, uns (*) + _L(PM-R cc R. cc ccR. 
)l 
Equation (6.1.7) is non-linear and consequently the response of the hot 
wire to a turbulent flow is extremely complex and, in an exact way, 
detailed knowledge of the structure of the particular flow would be 
necessary before this response could be determined. Ilowev*r. linearization 
of the equation is possible if only first derivatives are used in the 
Taylor expansion: - 
R RI, +'SRA - RYA+ 2fý SU S* + R-R"'Bi + (SU? + c 
Z' 
)U 
2; - 'A Y. 2 
c ai -i, 
-F -ý 7,2 - 
This will be possible only for small turbulence levels when, also: - 
S tj (U + V2 U 
jU 
4- Uý U 
UL 
+I UI* V 12- U 
U P- U 
and tan-' V r%-. V UTU 75 
This linearization in algebraically complex and only the end result 
will b* quoted here. We find that for constant current operation: - 
-ia 
Rm (i + 0) SR,, a n! SU + jS. 
ia - i" 
or, using equations (6.1.3) and 
-i p- -(A +0) 
e=nu+n cck* A-01 (6.1.9) i2- ii. " R. A (Rm - R. ) 
u 
sirlý t (1+ ea*2*)l U 
where the values of i, RH ,U and * are now mmean values and vhere 
e-i NIH is the change in voltage across the wire du* to the turbulent 
velocities u and v. 10 is the current at U-0 obtained from equation 
(6.1.7). Also: - 
O= R% Rm-% [i. 2 
.: 
a I- ,i L- 
_ia, 
nI wa iz c)c I +- (Rw% - Pm) + 0.9 
(Rg- P. 6) 
Equation (6.1.9) in similar in form to the expression obtained by 
Ruetnik (1955) using King's law and differ* from the more usual 
expressions (see, for example, Newman and Leary (1950)) by the inclusion 
of the (I + 0) term. This term can be important and, if it in ignored, 
errors may result of about 20010 to 300/0 in the values of u2, say. 
As pointed out by Ruetnik, the P/ocl tem in the expression for 0 is 
positive for Tungsten and negative for Platinum taking the respective 
values of +0.026 and -0.045. 
The application of equation to practical measurements 
follows conventional procedure. Lquation (6.1.9) may be written: - 
A 
e=nqn col- * F((V) 
U 
vbere P. and F(*) at kj_4kRg-PO) (i + 
Tho wire is operated at a constant value of i2 is obtained RW440 -0 
from the mean flov calibration of 12 &ga, ust UO. 
45. In practice, tho 
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L- 
mean square of the voltage signal, e, from the wire is measured so 
that if we square equation (13.1.10) and take tbe mean value, we obtain 
the relationship between this voltage measurement, and the turbulent 
intensity. For the measurement of u2pa wire with 90 0 is used. In 
this case: - 
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2 
n? U, T? 
--2 For the measurement of U-v and v, a single sloping wire may be used if two 
measurements are made witli the wire first in one position and then 
rotated through 180 
0. In this case, we have for the two measurements: - 
el = ne j2-- + m" cot-le Ftý) 72 +a na cotý F (, ý) jy- 
(i)A2, 
-ü7ä 
0e 
Ui u-p- 
s-2 
n2 511 + n' c42 F 7a -a n' coý ýF 54 Uk U2 -Gi 
The difference between these two measurements gives: - 
A24 n2 cot- F gy- e 
U2 
from which 5-v can be obtained. 
lialf the sum gives: - 
pe., --I) 
= e, 
a 
n2 U-t + riz cck-zý F 
2(e) 72» 
ýp u2 
-2 -7 
If u has already been measured, v can be obtained. This single 
sloping wire technique for v2 is convenient but not very accurate. 
The use of a two wire X-probe is more accurate but it was not used 
because of the difficulty of making them. 
Compensation for thermal inertia effects follows conventional 
practice and, in the present experiments, the square wave method of 
compensation was used. 
It in relevant to mention briefly the effect of high level 
turbulence. In this case, the non-linear response of the hot wire 
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becomes important and the accuracy of both mean velocity and turbulence 
measurements in affected. Ifinze (1959) made an attempt to assess this 
-2 
error in the case of the measurement of u. lie obtained the following 
-72 
relationship between the actual value of u and tLe measured value using 
linear relationships similar to those derived above: - 
x+ 0C 11 ^U 
U2 linear U2 actual 
I 
U2 
actual 
where oc has a value between about 2.0 and 3.5 depending on the nature 
-I 
of the turbulence. According to this expression, if errors in u' due 
10010 
- 25 0 
to non-linearity are to be less than ,U 
/Uý should be no greater 
than 0.04. What precise effect high level turbulence has on Measurements 
of shear stresa and lateral intensities is unkhown. 
6.2 The hot wire anemometer equipment. 
The main aim in the development of the hot wire equipment was 
to ensure that the apparatus was reliable and of high accuracy. As 
previously mentioned, the equipment was of the constant current type 
and consisted of the following units: - 
(i) Lot wire probes. 
(ii) Bridge circuit. 
(iii) D. C. supply for the bridge. 
(iv) Amplifier. 
(v) Square wave generator. 
(vi) Oscillator. 
(vii) Variable high and low pass filter. 
(viii) Differentiating circuit. 
(ix) Intermittency meter. 
(X) Tliermo-junction. 
Ll- 
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A block diagram and photograph of the equipment is shown in 
figures (17) and (18). 
(i) The bot wire probes. 
The probes (figure (19)) consisted of 24 s. w. g. copper vire 
threaded dovn fine Win bore quartz tube vhich vas in turn fixod into 
a brass holder vith Araldite. It subsequently became necessary to coat 
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the quartz tubing with Araldite to prevent vibrations of this quartz tube. 
(ii) The bridge circuit. 
The bridge circuit (figure (20)) was of fairly conventional 
design and constructed throughout with precision resistors. The In 
resistors in series with the hot wire enabled the current through 
each wire to be determined by measuring the voltage drop across these 
resistors. For balancing the bridge, an internal galvanometer could 
be used but for obtaining a very fine balance. a Sefram light spot 
galvanometer could be plugged, in. This latter instrument which was of 
shock proof design was also used to measure the voltage drop across 
the Lft series resistors and was valuable In making accurate measurements 
both reliable and easy. In its dual role as a galvanometer and voltmeter, 
it had a variety of ranges that could be selected by a switch on the 
front panel. These were: - 
0.5 ; 1.5 ;6; 15 ; 30 ; 60 millivolts. 
15 ; 30 microamperes. 
The motor scale length was 30 ca. 
A Tinsley potentiometer was also available if extra accuracy 
was needed. 
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(iii) D. C. supply for the bridge. 
This was provided by three transistor stabilised power packs giving 
a total of 45 volts. Ripple was less than 3 mv. 
Gv) The amplifier. 
An amplifier and its associated power supplies was already 
available. However, the amplifier was completely rebuilt and modified. 
The circuit diagram in shown in figures (21a) and (21b). The first 
stage was constructed throughout with high stability carbon resistors 
and to ensure low hum and good self-balancing properties, the circuit 
modifications suggested by D. R. Birt (1960) were incorporated. A 
noticeable improvement of these properties was obtained. 
The compensation stage had provision for a range of time constants 
of 0-1 milliseconds. An analysis of the performance of B. C. compensation, 
networks is given in appendix II. 
The push-pull output stage signal could be fed directly into 
the circuit shown in figure (221) which consisted of a transformer 
(manufactured especially for these operating conditions) with the 
thermo-junction an load. Provision was made to monitor the input and 
output signals to the transformer. A dummy load could be switched i]L 
as the load to the transformer so that the signal level could be 
adjusted to prevent overloading the therme-junction when it was 
subsequently switched in. 
The variable high and low pass filter unit could be interposed 
if necessary between the amplifier output stage and the thermo-Junction 
circuit. 
Figure (23) shown the frequenty response of the amplifier in 
a variety of operating conditions. It appears that the 2nd stage 
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attenuator, vhich simply altered the a. c. anode load, affected the 
frequency response and this was almost certainly due to stray capacitance 
across the d. c. anode loads. Thus, the amplifier vas used vherever 
possible with the 2nd stage attenuator in positions 2-6 under which 
conditions the gain was constant from 5c/s to l0kc/s to within 50/0. 
(v) The square wave generator. 
The square wave generator (figure (24)) vas very similar to the 
one used by Nevotan and Leary (1950) and had a frequency range from 
400 c/o to lkc/s. 
(vi) The differentiating circuit. 
Some turbulence measuremonts were carried out which necessitated the 
measurement of the mean square of the time derivative of the u-componont 
2 
of the turbulence, (au/dt) . The simple differentiating circuit shown 
vith its performance in figure (25) van coDstruct*d for this purpose. 
An analysis of the differentiating circuit p*rformance if giVeD in 
appendix II. 
(vii) The intermittency meter. 
The circuit for this instrument is shovM in figure (26). The 
object of tbis instrument vas to measure the percentage of time for 
which turbulence was present in the flow. If the hot wire signal 
vas differentiated (or passed through the high pass filter), there wre 
well defined *bursts" of turbulence ucar the edge of the jqt(figure (28)). 
This intermittent high frequency signal van amplified by Vl and the 
output from the anode load transformer vas then rectified and smoothed. 
This signal vas then applied to the grid of a Schmitt trigger circuit (V2). 
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When there was no signal above a certain threshold value applied to this 
circuit, the valve V2a was conducting and V. '61, b was cut-off. 11ovever, when 
the applied voltage to V2& exceeded a certain threshold value, the 
circuitIflipped, into a state in which V2b was conducting and V2& was not. 
Thus, when fed with the intermittent hot wire signal, pulses of 
turbulence resulted in constant amplitude pulses of the same duration 
from the Schmitt trigger circuit. Finally, to obtain a steady meter 
reading of tIAe percentage time that turbulence was present, the trigger 
circuit output was attenuated by 15: 1, heavily smoothed (KC - 4aeca) and 
then fed into a d. c. coupled cathode follower (W). The "time average" 
was obtained using it I volt d. c. meter connected across the cathodeload. 
A difficulty with this instrument van to select a gufficiently 
large smoothing condenser to provide a d. c. signal that would fire 
the Schmitt trigger circuit during a turbulent "burst" and yet was not 
so large that the trigger circuit did not cut-off until some time 
after the end of the turbulent "burst". The effect of these two extremes 
is shown schematically in figure (27). The effect of having too large 
a capacitor was limited to some extent by the use of a Zener diode which 
prevented the rectified signal from exceeding 12 volts. 
The technique for setting up the instrument was to first adjust the 
two potentioneters (I and 11 in figure (26)) so that full scale deflection 
of the meter was obtained with the trigger circuit in the won" and "off" 
states. The "d. c. level control" was then adjusted so that the d. c. level 
on the grid of valve V2a was about lU volts below that necessary for 
triggering. The intermittent signal was then applied and it's amplitude 
gradually increased until the trigger circuit began to fire. It was then 
a process of observing simultaneously the output from the trigger 
circuit and either the rectified or differentiated turbulence signal 
and adjusting the level of the input signal and the d. c. level control 
until the Schmitt trigger output coincided as near as possible with a 
turbulent "burst". For values of the intermittency factor,, W, lose than 
0.7, this correspondence could be obtained fairly readily but for 
values greater than this, the C. R. O. traces became too confused to 
judge. However, the overall accuracy of the intermittency factor is 
probably about *0.1. In figure (28) are shown traces of the filtered 
turbulence signal along with outputs from the rectifier circuit and 
the Schmitt trigger circuit. 
(x) The therso-junction. 
The thermo-junctiono gave outputs of about 6 millivolts for an 
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r. m. s. input voltage of about 0.5 volts (coil resistance zloon). Ideally 
the output voltage (vo) should be proportional to the mean square of 
the input voltage (vi)- 11owever, in practice, this proportionality 
was not obtained and only for mean input voltage& of less than 0.3 volts 
van this even approximately the case and, in consequence, it was 
necessary to restrict input voltages to values less than 0.3 volts. 
An a matter of interest, the beat fit was obtained with v acv. 
1.9 
01 
which has been previously noted by Bradshaw (1961). 
6.3 The Rractical aLplication of the hot wire anemometer. 
For the sake of brevityp published reports do not generally go 
into details concerning experimental techniques. However, the present 
author experienced difficulty in developing the hot wire anemometer 
so that reasonably accurate measurements could be obtained and, since 
the accuracy and consistency of hot wire results depends so much on the 
. 01, 
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experimental technique, a brief account of the development and use of 
the hot wire anemometer would seem to be of value. 
Both tungsten and platinum wires were used and the usual techniques 
described by Bradshaw (1961) were used for mounting the wire& an the probes. 
in common with general experience. it took several months before this 
task could be readily undertaken. However, a useful point that came out 
of this "apprenticeship" was a technique for soldering the wire to the 
probe. It was found that a flux (in addition to the flux in the core of 
the solder) was vital and that if both probe and wire were tinned, the 
vire could be readily soldered to the probe by holding it against the 
probe tip and applying the soldering iron to the probe prong a little way 
from the proposed wire-probe junction. The beat conducted along the probe 
was sufficient to welt the solder and fine junction& could be obtained in 
this way. 
A rough check on the beat transfer law of the wire was made to 
ensure that no gross error& existed in the experimental set-up. In figure 
(31) is shown a few sample calibration& compared with the heat transfer 
law of Collis and Williams (1059). The agreement is satisfactory 
considering the uncertainties about the precise diameter and tempezature 
coefficient of resistance of the wire used. 
The conventional square wave nethod of compensation was used and 
typical output traces of an uncompensated and compensated wire respectively 
are shown in figure (29). The frequency of the square wave was about 
600 c/o which is much higher than that normally used. However, adequate 
compensation was apparently achieved. 
S 
This technique was suggested by H. Gaster in a private communication. 
'do 
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In the case of measurements with sloping wires, it was necessary 
to know the angle of the wire to the mainstream. This angle was obtained 
by the crude expedient of putting the probe in a photographic enlarger 
and measuring the angle between the wire and the probe axis an the 
projected image with a protractor. A typical example of such an image 
in shovn in figure (30) and it appeared quite feasible to measure the 
angle to an accuracy of better than 10 The alignment of the probe axis 
with the free-stream was a couparatively easy task and rotating & wire 
through 1800 when exposed to the free-stream did not produce a change in 
t 
the current through the wire. 
Three main problems were encountered in actually carrying out 
measurements. These were (a) a rise in the ambient temperatuore of the 
tunnel after it had been running for some time (b) mechanical vibrations, 
of the probe and (c) dust accumulation on the wire which radically 
affected the calibration of the wire . The first of theme was simply 
overcome by running the tunnel for at least one hour before taking any 
measurements. After this time, the tunnel temperature remained practically 
constant. 
The mechanical vibration& occurred at two frequencies of about 
7 kc/a and 400 c/s. The former was traced to the quartz rod used in the 
construction of the probes and the latter came from the brans atoms of 
the probe. Both were overcome by coating the whole probe in a thin layer 
of Araldite. 
* This figure was arrived at by comparing the angles measured by about 
half a dozen people - with no collusion! 
t In the vicinity of the edge of the jet, differences v*re obtained duo 
to the inclination of the flow in this region. 
AV 
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The dust problem vas more difficult to overcome. Much of the 
problem &rose initially from the considerable amount of dust and dirt 
in the tunnel itself and some time was spent in thoroughly cleaning it 
out. The tunnel corner vanes were covered in grease in the hope that 
this would collect additional dust particles. As the jet was introducing 
air into the tunnel, it was necessary to filter the air passing through 
the centrifugal fan. Consequently, a simple filter comprising a wooden 
framework 61 x 21 x 21 covered in chicken vire and several layers of 
tissue paper was mounted on the fan intake. Although these steps made 
things better, they did not eliminate the problem entirely and, in most 
cases, a wire van used only for ans, traverse across the Jet - which would 
take about one to two hours - before it was discarded. Although the 
frequent replacement of wires was time consuming, it had the advantage 
that it proved the ability to obtain consistent results with a large 
number of different wires. In fact. during the course of the investigation, 
just over fifty vires were used. 
The procedure for taking turbulence measurements vas comparativelv 
complicated and it was some time before a routine was developed which 
could be easily adhered to. Prior to each traverse, the amplifier gain 
was carefully measured. The cold resistance of wire was then measured 
the load resistance having been allowed for - and a mean flow calibration 
obtained at a value of the overheating ratio R. /R. of about 1.5. The 
time constants for the wire were also measured. Then, at each measuring 
station the bridge was balanced and the mean current through the wire 
recorded. From this current, the appropriate tine constant van obtained 
from a calibration graph and the amplifier compensation network adjusted 
----Zwoý 
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accordingly. With the galvanometer across the bridge switched out of 
circuit to avoid attenuation of the turbulence signal, the amplifier 
attenuators were adjusted until the output signal across the dumV lead - 
used in place of the therno-junction - van less than I volt peak to peak. 
The thorn*-junction was then switched in and the output from this device 
recorded, At the end of a traverse, a check was made on the cold 
resistance of the wire and the amplifier gain. The wire was also 
re-calibrated to check that it had not undergone a radical change. 
A final assessment of the accuracy of the turbulence measurements 
is difficult but certainly the repeatability of the measurements is good - 
see sections 7 and B. The absolute accuracy, however, cannot be 
determined with certainty but, reference to measured and calculated 
values of the turbulent shear streme(see section 8.5 and 10.2) show that 
the error in E-w- is probably not verse than *150/0, The measurement of 
Y and v will be subject to a somewhat greater error because of the use 
in the present experiments of the less accurate single sloping wire 
technique. These figures for the possible error are somewhat larger 
than these usually suggested (see, for example, Cooper and Tulin (1955) 
where *50/0 for TV is quoted) but from reference to a large number of 
published papers the author came to the conclusion that theme latt*r 
estimates were in a general way optimistic because, even in the mat 
carefully conducted experiments. errors area* which vtre not explicable - 
see, for example, the shear stress measurements of Laufer (1951). such 
events show that hot wire anenom*try is still not free of uncertainties. 
As a first exercise in the application of the hot, wire anemometer, 
the turbulence level in the Queen Mary College closed return tunnel was 
measured. The results of this early test are shown in figure (32). 
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The results were worked out using both the conventional Xing's law 
analysis and the improved analysis given in section 6.1 and, from 
figure (32). we so* that the turbulent intensities 
ý; 
/U calculated 
from the latter method are roughly 150/0 larger than those obtained 
from the King's lav analysis. A difference of this magnitude can 
generally be expected but the precis* difference depends upon the exact 
operating conditions of the wire. 
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6.4 The application of pitot and static tubes. 
The mean velocities and static pressures vere measured generally 
with separate pitot and static tubes. These were made from 0.05" diameter 
hypordermic tubing. The static tube used only two static holes 
placed diametrically opposite one another and it was used always 
with these two holes in the horizontal (or XZ) plans. Both the pitot 
and static tubes were checked against a standard N. P. L. pitot-static 
tube and were found to be satisfactory. The pitot pressures were measured 
on a sloping manometer whereas the static pressures were measured on 
one of two aticro-manometers. These latter instruments relied on the 
change of capacitance produced between a diaphragm and a fixed pick-up 
vhen the diaphragm deflected under the applied pressure. The output 
from the instruments was fed onto a pon recorder with a paper width 
of 10". Full scale deflection was obtained for a pressure of about 
0.1" and 1.0" of water respectively when applied to the two micro-manometers. 
Both the sloping -Anometer and micro-"nometers were calibrated against 
a Betz manometer. 
Although no corrections vere applied to the pitot and static 
tube readings for the effect of turbulence on these instruments, some 
consideration was given to the problem and an account of this work 
in given below. The initial semi-theoretical arguments have been 
largely superseded by the work of Toomre (1960) who approached the 
problem in a slightly more rigorous fashion. However, his main 
conclusions are essentially the same an those reached here. 
In the case of the pitot tub*, Goldstein (1936) suggested that 
the pitot pressure in a turbulent flov is: - 
pp wp+121-, -1- 
-72 -2 
2 QU +9 e( u+v+v 
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vhere PP and P are the measured pitot pressure and true static pressure 
-7 _2 -2 
respectively. V is the true mean velocity and u. v and v are the 
mean squares of the turbulent velocities. This correction is probably 
satisfactory except where the turbulence level is sufficiently high to 
introduce incidence effects. It might then be better to vrite: - 
.i21 
"-2 -r 
pp mp+2 QU +i e( u+ kvv +kw 
; ý) (6.4.2) 
where kv and kw are functions of the average incidence* t&n-1(4, v2/u) 
and tan -1 (V: 
ý/U) 
respectively, say. However, neither of these functions 
can be specified. 
In the case of the static tube, it vould seem reasonable for 
circular cross-section tubes to write: - 
1 --ff -2 Ps»P+i en( v+w) (6.4.3) 
whore PS is the measured static pressure and In' is a factor to be 
det*rmined. 
If the scale of the turbulence in small compared to the static 
tube diameter then the instantaneous values of the turbulent velocities 
around the circumference of the tube will be different and uncorrelated. 
In these circumstances, we Easy use the second equation of notion (2.1.2) 
and take the average of the pressures areund the tube circumference. We 
obtain: - 
»p+i -2 -2 PS (0.4.4) 
This result vas obtained by Toomrs (1960) and gives a value of n- 
in equation (6.4.3) vhich in twice the original value proposed by 
Goldstein (1936). 
It the scale of the turbulent notions is large co " red to the 
static tube diameter, the tube may be regarded, qualitatively at least, 
L-- 
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as being subjected to an oscillating cross flow which would give rise 
to a negative value of n in equation (6.4.3) because the mean pressure 
coefficient for flow around a circular cylinder is always negative. 
In these circumstances, we nay write: - 
P+ -2) c vw Paean. (6.4.5) 
where C Imean is a mean pressure coefficient - replacing 
'a' in equation 
(6.4.3) - which we could an a first estimate interpret as the mean pressure 
coefficient for steady flov around a circular cylinder. In inviscid 
flow, Cpme&ný -1.0 whereas C Pmean . -0.50 
in viscid flow at sub-critical 
Reynolds numbers. It in interesting to note that this last value of 
C Pmean is very close to 
the value of -0.61 obtained by Fage (1936) 
from experiments on yawed static tubes if we assume that for the yawed 
tube; 
12 p3-P+ip (U nine) C Pzmean 
(6.4.6) 
where 0 is the angle between the static tube and the free-streazo. 
11ovever, Toomre (1960) argues that in the unsteady flov of turbulence 
the inviscid flov value of C Pmean in probably more appropriate. 
in a more general way, the mean pressure coefficient way be 
expressed as: - 
Cm function of (b SLd ! tj 
d (6.4.7) 
Pmean dV, q 
where L, w and q are some relevant length, frequency and velocity 
scale& respectively of the turbulence. d is the static tube diameter. 
It seems likely that the effect on Cp.. 
an 
of the last two parameters 
in equation (6.4.7) vill be slight over the range of values of these 
parameters normally encountered and, therefore, C Pw*an vill 
depend almost 
entirely on the ratio L/d. The foregoing arguments suggest that for 
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L/d<<I, O, C Pme an 
= +1.0 whereas for L/Cý1.0, CPseas - -1.0. In practice, 
we would expect both small and large eddy effects to be present because 
the turbulence consists of a whole spectrum of eddy sizes. 
The only data vith vhich to check the above ideas is the experimental 
work of Fage (1936) who carried out some imeasurem*nts of static pressure 
in a 5* diameter pipe flow and a 2" deep channel flow with a static 
tube 0.086" in diameter vhich had 12 4tAtic holes distributed evenly 
arouRd the circumference of the tube. For these two flows, the static "M 
-z -ff 
pressure can be computed it the distributions of v and v ar* known. 
For pipe flov, 
r! i + OP-) -- w--, l - 7, -. ar (6.4.8) 
and for two-dimensional chaimel flow, 
A (E -ý- 
7 
Fage obtained the v and v distributions from measurements with 
his ultra-microscope on the assumption that the r. u. s. values of the 
turbulent velocities were *a* third of the maxinum values. Thus, by 
comparing the computed and measured distributions of static pressure, 
Fage obtained for both flova & value of C +0*5. This result 
is surprising because the energy containing eddies in these flove 
nust surely have been larger than the static tube diameter, and, 
consequently, a negative value of C Pm*an vould be expected. It vas 
therefore decided to re-examine Fage's results in the light of the 
more recent pipe and channel flov stasuremeato of Laufer (1951 and 1955). 
In figure (33) in shown a comparison b*tveen the results of Fage 
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mad Laufer for the distributions Of V and v in both pipe and channel 
flovs. The differences betveen the Wo sets of results are considerable. 
The most likely explanation is that Page's assumption relating the 
r. m. s. values of the turbulent velocities to the maximws values is 
ist"curate. It in also possible that there may be same R*ynoldo number 
effects. However, since the Reynolds numbers of Laufer's experiments 
are within the r&rLg* of values of Fage's static pressure moasur*a*nts, 
A Laufer's results are applicable . We can now re-calculate C Pmeanusing 
Laufer's results for the turbulent intensities and Page's results 
for the static prossur* measurements. For channel flov, equation (6.4.9) 
gives, 
p- PC 0 
eul 
+ 
It UlIc 
and fren equation (0.4.5), we have: - 
(6.4.10) 
ps-ps. - P-P, + 
(V-. -5+ C, W 't U. 1 can cu; c 
where the suffic Ic, refers to values an the centre-line of the chanimel. 
U is the skin friction velocity, 
r 
IT TcTe- Values of the various terms 
in the equations (6.4.10) and (6.4.11) are given in the table belov 
and in graphical form in figure (34). 
Y/h (p _p 
2 
«t 
2 (P-P, )/QUz -2 -2 -2 -2 (V +v )-(V +v c 
c JPB*an 
0.4 -0,15 
0.6 -0.26 -0.43 1.04 +0.33 
0.8 -0039 -0.575 1.39 +0,27 
The average value of C Amean 
is roughly +0.26. Although this is still 
Fagg's turbulence measurements were made at Reyn ldl zumb*ýT belov those 
of is static pressure neasuremeats (see figures 
t33 
&-(34 - 
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positive, it is zov half the original value found by Fage. 
In order to repeat the above process for the circular pipe, we 
replace equation (6.4.10) by the expression: - 
r1a 
P- PC 
, vo--., 
'=-v-r., ý W-j- V, a 
U& ,-, 5a 
(6,4.12) 
019 It U4 
The r*sults for the pipe flow are ounmrized in the table below and also 
in figure (34). 
r/a (PS-P. S )/eu 
2 
c or 
(P-P 2 
C)/eulr v +V v 
H +V cc Paean 
0,4 -0,15 -0.061 0.535 -0.332 
0.5 -0.23 -0.097 0,815 -0.326 
0.6 -0,29 -0.135 1.09 -0,284 
0.; -0.33 -0,143 1.35 -0,277 
0.8 -0.21 -0.139 1.62 -0,087 
The average value of C PmeaR is -0.26. 
Before discussing the possible significanc* of these nev values 
Of 'paean, some additional measurements Of Fag* in a turbulent wake 
will first be analysed. The measurements wort aLd* in the wake of 
a 0.375" diameter cylinder at a station 30 diameters downstream. In 
-2 
addition to the seas velocity and static pressure profiles, the u 
-1 -2 
v and w compon*nts of the turbulence were measured on the wake 
centre-line using a hot-spot technique developed by Tevnend (zoo 
Fage (1936)) and the ultra-microscope of Fag*. The results of the#* 
*The ultra-microscope measurements vere actually made in the wake of 
a triangular prism. It is possible that the turbulent intensities 
at x/d - 30 are not the same in this flev as those in the vake of 
a circular cylinder. 
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measurements on the wake centre-line are summarized in the folloving 
tables. 
TLIMUNT INTENSITIES ON THE WAKE CENTRE-LINE AT x/d-30. 
u 
ý, ý/uý ; ý/U2 
0 
Hot spot tochnique. 0.302 0,302 0,24 
Ultra-microscope. 0.29 0.152 0.203 
STATIC MESSLILE MLASUlWikNTS ON THE WALE CENTRE-LINE AT x/d-30. 
I 
, Tube I A. 0.086"dia. - 12 holes around the circumference. 
Tube C. 0.0430dia. -4 holes around the circumference. 
Tube D. 0.043"dia. -4 holes along a generator. 
STXTIC HOLES 
Tube D. 0043*dia. -4 holes along a generator. y 
, &P-/QU 
2 
-0., 266 
-0.308 
-0,342 
-0,308 
In these tables, Ua in the difference in mean velocity across the vake 
and WP S in the differ*nco in measured static pressure between the 
wake centre-line and the free-stream. Significant features about the 
results are that the turbulent intensities obtained from the We 
measuring techniques are in fair agreement with one another with the 
exception of the v component. Also, a larger static pressure drop 
across the wake was measured with the smaller tube C compared to that 
obtained with tube A. This indicates that large eddy effects were 
present. The results with tube D are also interesting because they 
show that the static pressure difference measured with this tube 
depended on whether the holes were in the XZ or XY plane. This effect 
-2 -2 
must be due to a difference in the v and v intensities on the 
centre-line. If large eddy effects were predominant, the results with 
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-2 -2 tube D suggest that v : I>v and vice-versa if the small eddy effects 
wore the more important. 
Equation (2*1.2) gives: - 
---2 AP v 
eU2 
ý ;i 
00 
(6.4.13) 
where AP is the true static pressure difference across the wake. Thus, 
--2 2 
the measurement of v /U 0 gives 
the true static pressure drop and this 
may be compared vith the measured values to obtain values of C Pmean* 
-2 2 
Using the ultra-microscope value of v /U a, ve obtain 
from the four 
static tube measurements an average value of CPme&n-0.87. This indicates 
-2 - 
a large eddy effect and, therefore, the tube D results suggest that v 
72 1 
However, the ultra--microscope measurements indicate that V <w . This 
inconsistency suggests that the ultra--microscope measurements are not 
jvRean -2 -2 
a large eddy effect and, therefore, the tube D results suggest that v >, ýv 
72 -2. 
This However, the ultra-micrescope measurements indicate that v <w 
applicable. Using the hot-spot results, ve obtain for tub* A, Cpaea]j*0,13. 
-2 -2 For tube C, CPzean-0 . The hot spot results give v ý>v vhich indicates 
on comparison vith the tube D results that large eddy effects are the 
more important for the 0,043" diameter static tubes. Although these 
hot spot results are not completely consistent, they vill be used 
because they are certainly more consistent and acceptable than the 
ultra--microscope results. 
As is no doubt obvious, the re-analysis of the early work of 
Fags is full of uncertainties. For example, the process of 'nixing' 
the results of two experimenters in the re-analysis of the pipe and 
channel flov results is open to question and, consequently, the results 
of this re-analysis should be viewed vith some caution. Nevertheless, 
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we will carry this work to the limit by tabulating the various 
values of C and the appropriate values of the ratio d where 
CID Pmean 
LY/ 
LyMRY dy is the lateral integral scale of the turbulence and d in the 
static tube diameter. The values of L/d are only approximate and have 
been estimated by reference to experimental results from a number of 
published reports. 
Flow. Static tube 
diameter. 
C paean L/d 
Channel flow. 0,0860 +0.26 2.3 - 3,5 
Wake flow. 0.0860 -0,26 2.3 
Wake flow. 0.043" 0 4.6 
Pipe flow. 0,0860 -0.26 518 
The surprising feature of these results is that a measure of 
correlation exists between the values of CPMOAA and the ratios 
L/d. Roughly speaking, it would seen that for Ly/d 44, C paean takes 
positive values whereas for L/0ý4, C Paean 
becomes negative. It is 
surprising to find that the length scale of the eddies must apparently 
be so much larger than the static tube diameter before large eddy 
effects become predominant and it may be that the nose effect of the 
static tube discussed by Tooore (1960) is responsible. Obviously, more 
vork is required on this problem but the above re-analysis shovs that 
doubts raised about the conclusiveness of Goldstein and Fage's early 
vork appear not unfounded. 
The effects of turbulence on the pr*soat measurements in the plane 
jet will now be considered. The effect of turbulence *a the stean 
velocity measurements with a pitot tube can be ignored because in alaost 
&I, cases .12,7 .,. 
I 
eq and the correction would be too small to have 20 2 
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a sigNific&Dt effect on the results even if its correct value and 
sign could be determined. The turbulence effect an the measurements 
of the static pressure coefficient, AF, /qý , is, bovever, significant. 
In addition to the turbulence effect, an allevance must also be 
made for the inclination of the flow at the edge of the jet due to 
entraiament. Outside the jet, 
I V2C p Sl wp11P 
(G. 4.14a) 
where F Sl and PI are the measured and true static pressures outside 
the jet respectively. The last term on the right hand side represeate 
a contribution to the static tube error from the flow inclination. 
V1 is the inflow velocity at the edge of the jet and Cp is a pressure 
coefficient which will be assmsed approximately equal to -1.0. 
Inside the jet, 
-ä «, 2) 
+ V2C +le(nvv +aw PS (6*1.14b) 
The coefficients nv and nv are introduced because, in the present 
case, a static tube with only two holes lying in the IM-plane was 
used and the response of this tube to v- and v-fluctuations will be 
different. The last term an the right hand side again is due to 
flow inclination. Now, the second equation of notion (2.1.2) gives: - 
aP 
eU2 
V2 ap - lp - pl) 
U2 
0 
whereas, equations (6.4.14a & b) give, 
Aps vi + CIP 
eu,. 
U». 2 2- ü. 2 
From previous considerations of the range of possible values of nv and 
VU2 it is clear that tkPQV . 
can be significantly different fron b0etý- 
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-2 2 On the other hand, if the flow is self-preserving so that v /U 09 
-2 2 (V2_V2)/U2 V /U 
0 
and Io are 
functions of y/6 015 only, 
then the 
measured distributions of the static pressure co*ffic1ent, APSJe1J., 
will also be functions of y/60,5 only provided nv and nV do not alter 
during the development of the flow. Thus, static pressure measurements 
provide a simple means of checking how & flow approaches self-preservation 
even though the measured and actual static pressures may be quite 
different. 
Finally, in figure (48), the measured distributions of &PSJý1.1 U., 
-71/U2 
across the jet are compared to the measured v" distribution. 
After an allowance has been made for the flow inclination effect, it 
appears that, in the centre region of the flow, small eddy effects 
predominate whereas large eddy effects predominate in the outer region. 
Uncertainty about the precise response of the static tube prevents 
separate values being assigned to nv and nw in equation (6.4.15). 
However, by setting nvn nwaC Paean' it is found that on the centre 
line of the jet Cpaeanm+O. l whereas it is about -Oo5 ever most of 
the outer region. Theme values lie within the limits prescribed 
by earlier semi-theoretical arguments although it is difficult to 
understand why the sign of Cpaesnabould vary across the flow. The 
values of Ly/d ranged from 5 to 12 in the present experiments so that 
we vould expect negative values of C Paean throughout. 11owever, 
an discussed in section 6.3, it is quite possible that the v 
measurements may be in error by as much as 250/*, say, and this 
could account possibly for the apparent variation of C 
I Pmean 
It in possible that a and a might vary if the ratio of the static 
tube diameter to the fYow vidYh altered appreciably during the development of the flow. 
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7.0 Presentation and discussion of results for the plane jet with 
u 1/UJ m 0.07 
IThe first objective of the present experinents van to study the 
structure of the self-preserving pure jet flov for vhich U OAY, 
ý I. O. Sacx) 
and U0 oc x -1/2. There are considerable experimental advantages in 
carrying out these measurements on a jet emerging into a slov moving 
airstreamp an compared to the stationary surrounding fluid case, because, 
-2 2 
although turbulence quantities like u /U. vill be unaltered, the turbulent 
intensities relative to the local mean velocities vill be reduced. Thus, 
errors due to the son-lin*ar response of the measuring instruments will 
be reduced and recording the output from these instrumeats vill be made 
easi*r. Initial measurentents vere made, therefore, vith a value of 
Ul/Uj - 0.07! 
rHlovever, it vas soon apparent that the turbulent 
intensities at the edge of the jet vere still too high to &Ilev reliable 
and easy measurements. Consequently, most of the turbulence measurements 
vere muLde vith Ul/Uj - 0-1ý2ý Nevertheless, the comparatively few 
measurements at U, /Uj - 0.07 are of importance La establishing that the 
subsequent measurements vith U, /Uj w 0.162 at values of U O/Ul w 
0(l) v*re 
representative of a self-preserving pare jet flows 
Self-greserVAUOU and Reynolds number similarity in a plane 
jet with U, /U i-0.07 
The measurements iimvolved: - 
r (a) mean velocity and static pressure traverses across the jet at tour 
longitudinal stations in the fully turbulent part of the jet flev. 
* This value of Ul/U J van obtained with the tunnel motor svitches off, 
The jet in4uced a small fre*-stream velocity through the tunnel sufficient to give U I/UJ - 0.07. 
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(b) several longitudinal traverses in which the smean velocity and static 
pressure on the centre-line of the jet vere measured. 
(c) several lateral and longitudinal traverses vith hotwire anemometers 
-2 
measuring the u intensity. 
The majority of measurements were made with a jet exit velocity of 
170 ft/sec and a Reynolds number of Rh - Ujh/v= 3.3xlO 
4. This Reynolds 
number was thought to be sufficiently high to avoid any Reynolds number 
effects butp in any case, this point was subsequently checked experinentally 
The mean velocity profiles, shown in non-dim*nsional form in figure 
I: 
(35), are geometrically similar and it is to be noted that there is 
comparatively little scatter in the results at the edge of the jot in 
contrast to previous work (see, for example, Forthmann (1936). This to 
certainly duo to the lower turbulent intensities encountered in the 
present experiments. The rate of spread of the jet and the decay of the 
centre-line velocity obtained from the results of both the lateral 
traverses across the jet and the longitudinal traverses along the jet 
cantro-line are shown in figure (36). Up to the limit of the measure- 
ments at x/h. 70, the condition for self-preservation that U O/U 
*P1.0 
approximately fulfilled and it appears indeed that Sacx and U QCx -1/2 0 
It is, however, well known that apparent self-preservation of the mean 
velocity profiles is no guarantee that the turbulence structure is 
self-preserving. The static pressure measurnments, which are related 
to the turbulent intensities as discussed in section 6,4, give somm 
guide to this last point. In figure (37) is shown the variation of 
.2 static pressure coefficient,, APSI U, ) across the jet at the four 
measuring stations. Although there is considerable scatter in the results, 
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it appears that the profiles for x/hý,, 30 are roughly similar. In 
addition, the static pressure coefficients on the centre-line of the 
jet, shova in figure (38), become apparently constant at about -0.05 
for x/h>/ 30. The conclusion from this is that the jet flov including 
the turbulence structure in closely self-preserving for x/hý 30. 
The turbulence measuresents made vith U I/UJ-O- 07 vere among 
the first turbulence measurements made by the author and before 
discussing the results, some cement in necessary on the history of 
this early work. The first measurements were made with a single 0.00015* 
diameter tungsten vire which was used to measure the distribution of 
-2 
u across the jet at three longitudinal stations. In order to check 
the repeatability of the measurements, two further traverses were made 
at one of these longitudinal stations, namely x/h =66, with another 
0.00015"diameter tungsten wire and also a 0.0001"diameter platinum 
wire. At this stage in the programme, the hot wire results were worked 
out using the conventional King's law analysis (see, for example, 
Newnan and Leary (1950)) and it was disturbing to find that the 
agreement between the respective traverses was not very good. It 
was largely as a result of this that led the author to the re-examination 
of the hot wire anemometer theory given in section 6.1. This new analysis 
reduced the discrepancies in the results but it did not eliminate them. 
--15 2 
In figure (39) are shown the u/U 0 profiles 
obtained with the single 
tungsten wire at three stations in the jet. These results can be 
compared with the results from the other two traverses shown in figure (40). 
S This scatter is a result mainly of drift in both the calibrations, and 
zeros of the niemmanometers. In later experiments, frequent checks were 
made to avoid this source of error and the scatter van greatly reduced. 
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It can be seen that whereas the latter two traverses are in fair agreement 
with on another, the agreement between the first results and these 
latter traverses is not very good. It in a matter of regret that the 
reason for this discrepancy was not resolved but it was found an a 
result of some further traverses that the repeatability of measurements 
with different platinum wires was very good and, consequently, all 
subsequent measurements were made with platinum wires. It should be 
mentioned that additional concern was felt at this time because of the 
comparitively poor agreement with the turbulence measurements of Miller 
and Commings (1957) in a plane jet. It was only after several months 
of checking a wide variety of possibilities that the author felt 
confident to proceed further with turbulence measurements. 
F-Returning to the discussion of the turbulence measurements, a 
longitudinal traverse with a hot wire anemometer was made along the 
contra-line of the jet. ýThe results of this traverse, shown in figure 
(41), are in poor agreement with the results of Miller and Comings - 
see figure (5). At the time, it was thought that this might conceivably 
be a Reynolds number effect and the traverse was repeated at a lower 
4 
value of Reynolds number equal to 1.8 x 10 . As can be seen from figure 
(41), no significant Reynolds number effect can be observed for x/h1#20. 
Thus, ever this limited Reynolds number range, the principle of 
Reynolds number similarity has been confirmed. In addition, these 
traverses indicate that the value of u /Uo' on the jet contre-line 
XThio checking involved ensuring that the resistance-temperatur* 
relationship of the wire was linear and also that the measured heat 
transfer coefficients agreed with the results of Collis and Williams (1959). 
Tke possibility of errors due to therme-olectric effects and inadequate 
do-plating of the wire vas also considered. 
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becomes constant at r*ughly 0.04 for x/h-# 30. This confirms the pr*vious 
conclusion based on the static pressure measurements that the jet flov 
in closely self-preserving for x/hý130. 
7.2 Further discussion of the results for U I/Ui -0.07 and a 
comparison with previous work. 
In order to obtain more information about the jet flow, some 
calculations were undertaken. In the first place, a check was sade 
an the constancY of the jet momentum flux. The momentum integral equation 
for the region of the jet flov vhere the mean velocity profiles are 
geometrically similar can be written: - 
qj 
momentum coefficient, J/, U2b Z Ui IT Lkul ul 
(7.2.1) 
vhere I, w 
ýfndTj. 
The small turbulent terms have been ignored. From 
-40 
the measured velocity profiles, it vas found that 1 2.025 and 
1 
2ý 
1.467. Thus, the momentum coefficient@ C,,, could b* calculated 
at each *f the four measuring stations. These results are given in 
tabular forn below. 
X/h 6O. "/h 
US/Ul (Uo/Ul) 
2 Ci 
68.1 5.23 4.25 18.1 184.5 
50.8 4.15 4.91 24.1 188.5 
30.6 2.59 6.46 41.9 193.7 
15.5 1.28 9.21 85 186 
Average value of C 188.3 
The agreement betveen the results at the various stations in satisfactory. 
From f igure (36), it can be seen that the mean velocity on the 
centre-line of the jet say be represented by: - 
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z 
C(.! 0) where C. O. 00863 and zo/hm2.0. (7.2.2) 
(! 
ULOI 
rhh 
Using equations (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) and the average value of Ci give. - 
3 0-9 x (u. ý2 ýi 1 7 la (1 go j! ) ul ia 
0.111 
UR 
-Z) 
(7.2.3) 
This expr*ssion shows that fo. 5 is not exactly proportional to 1z' 
although the departure from this linear relationship is clearly small. 
Equation (7.2.3) can be used to accurately calculate both f 0.5 and dto, 
Wdx 
0 
at any longitudinal station in the jet. In turn, this is us*ful in 
the following calculation of the shear stress distribution across the 
jet. 
The momentum equation may be written (see Townsend (1956)): - 
vs S JU. c-dS, F'j .S JU. F2- .1 si 
(S U, ) p- 
'F 
c1q U, ZA d 
4-U'(St-ga) 
-+ S"2 0 (7.2.4) U. dx dx 
This may be integrated to giv*: - 
V1 
u, IS (W. , JSj 
S FcWZ - 11, clS P+2S dU ,, g) 
5 Fl&, j 
U. Ty. J-x DO 0 
Cl% + ds 0 (7.2.5) dx UO T% crvt 
The terms containing the functi*nx g, and g2 are small and can be 
t 
ignored. Thus, from equations (7.2-2) and (7.2.3) and the measured mean 
velocity profile function, f, the distribution of 
2 
across gl2w OV-/Uo 
Lquation (7.2.3) in shown in figure (36) for comparison vith the 
experimental results. 
'tThis vas checked by using the measured values of the functions g, and 92' 
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the jet can be calculated. In figure (42) are shown the results of 
such calculations at two longitudinal stations in the jet. The profiles 
are apparently identical. 
Owing to the small but finite value of UI in the present experiments, 
a direct comparison with previous experimenters' results with U1 -0 of the 
rate of spread of the jet is not possible. however, the shear stress 
profiles can be compared. It is easy to show from equation (7.2.5) 
that if U1 -0 then. - 
Vi 
SF aq (7.2.6) 
Using the value of d6o.. Vdx-0.1 obtained in section 3.,, ), the *hear 
stream distribution has been calculated using equation (7.2.6) and this 
distribution in conpared with the previous calculations for Ul/Uj-0.07 
in figure (42). The shear stresses for Ul/Uj-0-07 are 90/0 larger than 
those obtained with U1 -0 and dtO. Wdx-0. l but, considering all things, 
this in nevertheless quite good agreement. 
The. inflow into jets is of interest and, consequently, calculations 
of the lateral mean velocity profile have been made. Now; - 
V 9U dy S d-U-n Uod 
ýI 
Yj 
4DX dx dx 0 
so that V dU, (7.2.7) , 
(, 
If 
0 
F dq + qFjjl) 
Equation (7.2.7) has been used to calculate lateral mean velocity profiles 
for the jet both with Ul/UJ-0.07 and also with U, -O and dto. 5/dx-O. 
L. 
As shown in figure (43), the results for the respective cases are again 
in quite good agreement although small departures from true self-preservation 
can be detected in the profiles for U, /U J -0.07. 
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We will new reconsider the static pressure and turbulence measurements 
in relation to previous work. A comparison between previous and present 
experimental results for both the static pressure and u measurements can 
be made by reference to figures (5), (6), (38) and (41). It is disturbing 
to find that the agreement between each set of data in comparatively 
poor. The differences that exist in magnitude between the various results 
could be due to the different types of instrumentation usod. 11ovever, 
even the trends in the results are slightly different. The present 
results show that self-preservation is established for x/h?. 30 whereas 
the results of other experimenters show that self-preservation does 
set occur until x/hO 50. The causes of these differences cannot new 
be decided but it in worth noting that the experimental not-ups in 
every case differed from one another in aspect ratio, the type of end 
plate& used and the nozzle conditions. However, the various checks 
that were carried out on the present measurements encourage a belief 
in their results ; in any case studies of the turbulence structure of 
the self-preserving jet have been largely restricted to values of X/h>, 50 
and in this region the results can safely be taken to be representative 
of a truly self!, -Preserving jet. 
Ono further comment about the present work in necessary. Because 
UI is finite we nay consider the jet to be swept along by the fre*-stream. 
Therefore, when comparing the results of the present investigation with 
previous work with U1 -0, it must be noted that at a given value of x. /h, 
the fluid particles that left the jet exit arrive at this station nor* 
rapidly with finite values of U1 than with U1 -0. In order to obtain some 
idea of this effect, the time - which we will subsequently refer to an 
the "existence" tine - for a particle travelling with the jet centre-lino 
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velocity to reach a particular longitudinal station vas calculated for 
both UI =0 and UIýO. In general, we may write for the existence tin*, t0, thatt 
K 
te =ý 
cix 
0 
U, 4 13, 
N*v, if we assume that 
value *f 2.57! we obtaiia: - 
(7.2.8) 
where C is a constant with a 
U54 . -a- IA- 'j + k, log 
0+ 6ý K (7.2.9) 
h u1ju u 
Cb Ui where Kt, 
u Pi, ýuj 
For U1 mO, equation (7.2.9) gives: - 
) 
S/ 
2ý IX13/a 
o-z6 (7.2.10) 
For U, /Uj-0.07 
.A+ 
1240 102 + 1E Ui 3 6.2. x 
Ith [2 
h 35-? - 
Fron these last two relationships it was found that on this existence 
time basis the flow at x/h-70 with U1 -0.07 would be equivalent to 
the flow at X/h-65 with U1 -0. Thus, there in no serious stretching 
of the x-co-or4inate to be considered. 
'A' 
*This 
equation is & re-arrangement of the asymptotic relationship for 
UO/Ul as Ul-, '*O given in section 4.0 as equation (4.0.4). It will be shovn 
later in section 11.0 that this equation is in moderate agreement vith 
experimental results for values of U. /U,, > 0.8. 
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8.0 Iresentation and discussion of results for a plane jet with U /U -0.162. 
aw 
As a result of the high turbulence levels encountered at the edge of 
the jet with U, /U, =0.07, a further and far more comprehensive series 
of measurements with U, /U. -O. 182 were undertaken. These experiments 
were carried out with a jet velocity of 150 f. p. s. and a Reynolds number, 
4 'th' Ui h/V - 2.9 x 10 . These experiments involved the following series 
of measurements: - 
(a) Mean velocity and static pressure traverses at a number of longitudinal 
stations. In addition, several longitudinal traverses were made along 
the jet centre-line. 
(b) Both lateral and longitudinal traverses with hot wire anemometers 
-2 
measuring the u component of the turbulence. 
(c) Traverses at several longitudinal stations measuring the intermittency 
factor. 
-2 -2 (d) At two longitudinal stations, traverses measuring U-V, Y and w 
(e) At one longitudinal station, a traverse measuring the viscous 
dissipation of turbulent energy. 
(f) At one longitudinal station, a limited number of correlation 
and spectra measurements. 
22 (g) At one longitudinal station, measurements of u, v and w in the 
irrotational regio%ýf the flow. 
8.1 The flow in the immediate viciniq of the jet nozzle. 
I-Because the flow in the immediate vicinity of the jet nozzle was 
not strictly relevant to the flow in the fully turbulent region of the 
jet, little attention was paid to this region of the flow. however, a 
few mean velocity traverses were made with a hot wire anemometer in this.,,, 
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region and the resulting profiles are shown in figure (44). It is of 
some interest to compare these results with the somi-empirical analysis 
of Abramovich (1958) for this region of the flow. Abramovich defined 
the boundaries of the mixing layer by the ordinates at which the mean 
velocity in the mixing layer in equal to the jet exit velocity on the 
one hand and the fr*e-strean velocity on the other. These ordinates 
he called yl and Y2 respectively and he obtained the following results: - 
d(y I*y2) - 0.22 
UiUI 
dx 
UiI 
(b) Y2/yl - 0.584 - 0.134(U I/U. J) 
0.416 - 0.134(Ul/UjT 
In the present case, U, /Uj-0.162 and ve obtain from these two relationships: - 
YI/X a 0*069 ; Y2/x w 00089 
These boundaries are compared vith the experimental results in figure (44). 
In view of the fact that Abramovich's theory takes no Oecount of the 
boundary layers on either the internal or external surfaces of the jet 
nozzle, the agreement is quite good. 
8.2 Self-preservation of the mean velocity profiles. 
Mean velocity profiles measured in the fully turbulent region 
of the jet are shown in figure (45) in non-dimensional form. The profiles 
are all geometrically similar and in good agreement with the result 
obtained with U 1/UJ-O- 07. For reference purposes, values of the mean 
velocity profile function , f(y/6 0.5)' are tabulated in table I along 
with the values of the various integrals of the mean velocity function 
used in the theories of the plane jet developed in section 4. Alternatively, 
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a good fit to the velocity profile is: - 
f_ exp 
[_. 0.6i4#n2(l * 0.0269, n4 )l 
The form of this expression was suggested by an expression used by 
w Tovnsend (1956) for the mean velocity profile in a plane wake. 
Figure (46) shows the spread of the jet and the decay of the 
centr*-line velocity. This above that the condition far self-preservation 
that U6 >> UI in now only roughly fulfilled and only by comparison with 
the previous results for Ul/'VjmO. 07 and U1 -0 can ve be sure that the 
turbulence structure is essentially the same as that in a truly self- 
preserving jet flov. 
The momentum integral check on the constancy *f the excess 
momentum flux, outline in section 7.2, vas repeated for the present 
results vhich are given in tabular fern belov. 
x/h 60.,, ý/h US/Ul 
(U*/UI)2 ci 
68.5 4.22 1.628 2.65 30.32 
58.5 3.7 1,77 3.14 30.25 
48.5 3.21 1.98 3.92 31.26 
38.7 2.66 2.27 5.15 32.31 
28,8 2*07 2,64 6195 3", 09 
23.8 1.81 2.86 8.16 32.06 
1819 1.475 3.29 10.8 33 
13.9 1.09 3.75 14.1 30.78 
819 0.79 4.52 20.5 31.12 
Average value of C 31.47 
The agreement between the various values of C3 is Satisfactory. 
*The expression of Towasend(1956 pp. 161)did not use So-S an the reference 
length. However, in terms of $0.6 , his expression is: - 
2(l 
+ 0.056&, 
4) f- exp 1-006611ý'n q] 
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The lateral ueajk velocity profiles across the jet have again been 
calculated - section 7.2 - and a comparison of the V/V 
0 
and V/U 
profiles in the present case vith the corresponding profiles in a 
plane jet with U1 -0 is given in figures (47a) and (47b). It is clear 
from this comparison that th* lateral mean velocity profiles, V/U., 
for the jet with U i/UJ-O- 162 differ from those in a jet with UI WO 
and, moreover, a departure from true self-preservation is apparent. 
It in also notivorthy that the inflow angle - tan-'(V/U) - at the 
edge of the jet with UI/Uj=O. 162 is much less than in a jet vith U, -O. 
This reduction of the inflow angle is of importance in so far as it 
will lead to more accurate measurements in this region of the flow 
especially in the case of the measurement of shear stress where 
accurate alignment of the hot wire probe axis with the direction of 
the mean flow is important. 
8.3 Self-preservation of the turbulence structure. 
The distributions of the static pressure coefficient across the 
jet at the various longitudinal stations are shown in figure (48). The 
profiles are essentially similar for x/h, '430 and this shove that 
beyond this station the turbulence structure is at least close to a 
state of self-preservation. The distribution of the static pressure 
coefficient on the jet centre-line shown in figure (50) naturally 
confirms this and may be compared with the results obtained with 
Ul/Uj-0.07 - figure(38). This conparison shows that the two sots of 
results are practically identical and supports the idea that the 
measurements with U, /Uj-0.162 are representative of a truly self-preserving 
plane jet. 
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Confirmation of the above conclusion was obtained from the 
-2 
measurements Of the u component of the turbulence. The lateral 
-2 distributions of u across the jet are shown in figure (49) and 
-2 2 the u /U. distribution along the jet centre-line in given in figure (51). 
It is noteworthy that where traverses were repeated, the agreement 
between the respective results is very good. Comparison with the 
corresponding results with Ul/U 1 -0.07 leads again to the conclusion 
that tho results for the two velocity ratio& are essentially identical. 
The existence time for the flow with Ul/Uj-0.162 was calculated 
from equation (7.2.9) and it was found that on this basis the flow 
at x/hm7O with U, /Uj-0.162 would be equivalent to the flow at x/h-60 
with U1 -0. Thus, again, there is no serious stretching of the x-co-ordinate 
to be considered. 
It is instructive at this stage to compare the approacb to 
self-preservation of the plane jet with the plans wake. Townsend 
shoved that self-preservation of the turbulence structure of a plane 
wake did not occur until the distance downstream of the circular 
cylinder was greater than 500 diameters although the main features 
of the self-preserving flow were established at roughly 200 diamtere 
dowustream. In the case of the plane jet, the present work indicates 
that the flow is closely self-preserving for x/h-: ý50 and possibly 
even for x/h>., 30. A simple though not necessarily precise means of 
comparing the results for the two flows in on the existence time 
basis. For a plane wake, Townsend (1956) obtained: - 
uIte (x/d) 
d 
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For the plane jet (U 1 -0), ve have 
(section 7.2): - 
Ye 
w 0.26 ( X/h) 
3/2 
b 
Thus, for equal existence times: - 
(X/h)ý/2 m 4.25 (x/d) jet wake. 
Using the results for the plane wake suggests that the structure of 
the plane jet will be approximately self-preserving for x/h-* 90 
and closely self-preserving for x/htlO. These values are significantly 
larger than the values obtained from the present experiments. A 
likely cause for this difference is that the wake flow close to 
the circular cylinder contains a considerable excess of turbulent 
energy over the self-preserving wake and this excess of energy will 
take a long time to decay. The conditions at the nozzle of the plane 
jet, by contrast, are such that the turbulent energy in much less 
than that contained in the self-presering jet and the approach to 
self-preservation is characterised by a production of turbulent 
energy up to, rather than by a process of decaying down to, the 
equilibrium self-preservingvalue. Nov, although the production 
and dissipation times for the turbulent energy are roughly similar 
(see Townsend (1956) pp. 96 and also section 8.8), the difference 
between the turbulent energy close to the cylinder in the wake flow 
and far downstream in the self-preserving region of the flow is much 
greater than the difference in a plane jet between the conditions 
close to the jet nozzle and far downstream and this may well account 
Z5 
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for the somewhat different approaches to self-preservation of the wake 
and the jet. In this context, it would be interesting to study the 
approach to self-preservation of a wake flow behind a streamline 
body which did not generate the same excess of turbulent energy an the 
comparatively bluff circular cylinder. 
8.4 The intermittency factor. 
It is well known that at the edg* of a turbulent flow, the 
turbulence becomes intermittent (see figure 28a) and if we define 
an intermittency factor as the fraction of time for which the flow 
is turbulent, we find that this factor varies from unity in the flov 
centre to zero at the flow edge. If we are interested in properties 
connected solely vith the turbulent flow, it is necessary to make an 
allowance for this intermittency factor. For example, quantities 
like the turbulent energy and the turbulent shear stress are small 
or zero in the irrotational flov that occurs between the turbulent 
'bursts' and, therefore, it would be necessary to divide these quantities 
as measured by the intermittency factor to obtain the average values 
within the turbulent fluid. In the present case, the intermittency 
factor was measured at several longitudinal stations and, as can be 
seen from figure (53), the results are in fair agreement vith the 
measurements of Corrain and Kistler (1954) in an axi-symetric jet 
and, consequently, with Townsend's assertion that the large eddies 
in jets are smaller than those in wakes. A point of interest in 
whether the essentially irrotational flov that exists between the 
turbulent 'bursts* has a mean velocity equal to the free-stream velocity 
or whether it is accelerated by pressure forces to have a mean velocity 
11 L 
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equal to that of the turbulent fluid. Direct measurements by Townsend 
in a wake flow indicate that the irrotational flow has essentially 
the same mean velocity as the turbulent flow. On the other hand, some 
observations by Klebanoff (1954) in a flat plate boundary layer of 
the output signals from a hot wire anemometer seem to support the 
opposite view. The present writer had hoped to undertake some direct 
measurements on this matter but equipment could not be developed in 
time. Uovever, observations of trac*& from the hot wire output did not 
reveal any obvious correlation between a turbulent 'burst' and a 
rise in the 'mean' velocity of the sort observed by Klebanoff. It 
may be that on this point there in same difference betw**nAhe free 
turbulent flows and the boundary layer flovs. 
According to Townsend, the eddies which are responsible for 
intermittency contain only 10 - 20 
0/0 of the total turbulent energy 
and are similar in scale to the half vidth of the flov in the came 
of jets and wakes. The remaining turbulence is assumed to be an order 
of magnitude smaller and contain most of the turbulent energy. In order 
to obtain more information on this point, the output from the 
intermittency meter vas fed into a frequency meter vhich gave the 
average frequency of those eddies responsible for intermittency. This 
was an extremely crude experiment and the frequencies obtained may be 
as much as 500/0 in error. In order that the significance of these 
measurements may be visualised in a simple way, let us consider first 
an imaginary case in which the boundary of the turbulent flow is in 
the form of a sine wave travelling vith the average mean velocity of 
the flow, UM (figure (52a)). The use of this average mean velocity in 
I'. 
suggested by auto-correlation-measurements (Davies et al (1963)) which 
show' that the convection speed of the large eddies is roughly equal 
to this average mean velocity. Now, in the imaginary flow, the outputs 
from the intermittency meter at different positions in the intermittent 
region would be similar to those shown in figure (52b). The frequency 
meter would give a constant value of frequency in the intermittent 
region, say An', and zero frequency in the fully turbulent flow or 
non-turbulent flow (figure (32c)). This frequency may be used to 
define an eddy wavelength, UWn. If these large eddies are to be 
consistent with self-preservation, their wavelength should be a constant 
proportion of the jet width so that the distribution of Uie parameter 
D6 O. &/Um across the jet should be independent of the 
longitudinal 
station. The results of the present moasur*m*uts are shown in figure (54) 
and they show that, although the accuracy of the measurements is very 
poor, the results are not obviously in contradiction with self-preservation 
of the large eddies. Further, since the turbulence is made up of a whole 
spectrum of eddies, the frequency distribution is not 'square'. 
Nevertheless, ve may take the mAximm value of the parameter, V60.5/UMO 
to give an idea of the average frequency and wavelength of the eddies 
responsible for intersittency. On this basis, ve can assume that 
n6o. VUm-0.3* 0.1. We vill use this value at a later stage when 
discussing *one spectrum measurements. 
8.5 The distribution of the turbulent shear stress and intensities 
across a self-preserving plane jet. 
As a result of the pr*coding work, subsequent measuremats of 
the turbulence structure vere restricted to tvo stations in the 
self-preserving region of the flov at x/b-50 and x/h. 70. Measurements 
so 
of the shear stresses at those tvo stations are compared in figure (55) 
vith the shear stresses calculated from the momentum equation - see 
section 7.2. The agreement betveen the measured and calculated results 
is quite reasonable and provides a velcome check on the accuracy of the 
hot vire measurements. The &hear stresses in the present case are about 
1001* larger than those encountered in the jet vith Ul/UwO. 07. This 
co"ratively small difference will be discussed later in section 9.3. 
-2 -2 The measured distributions of the v and w components of the 
turbulent notion are shown in figure (56). Although an increas* in 
scatter among the results would be expected as a result of the use of the 
single sloping vire technique, the difference boWeen the results for 
-2 
the two w traverses suggests that in one case or the other something 
was amiss. However, the use of the average values from the two traverses 
should give the distribution of v2 to within about 250/0 of the actual 
distribution. 
The results of the whole series of turbulent intensity measurements 
have been all-Arised into figures (57) and (58) which show the distributions 
-2 -2 2T2 
of the three components of the turbulent notion u /1?, v /U and v /U 
-2 2 -2 
a00 
and the turbulent energy, q /Uo M 
-2)/U! *respectivoly 
across (U 4-; 
2ýV 
the jet in the stlf-preserving region of the flov. By comparison vith 
figure (3), it is clear that the distributions of these various quantities 
across the plane jet and plane vake are very similar although they are 
different in magnitude. This similarity vith the vake flaw is better 
illustrated by reference to figures (59) and (60) whieb shov the 
distributions of the ratio* v2 ZU 
2 
and v2 /u 
2 
and Eýu 
2 
respectively across 
IkThe values of these quantities are tabulated in table 1. 
go 
both the plane jet and plane wake. The results for the two flown are in 
moderate agreement with one another and they show that over the main 
portion of the flow there is a measure of similarity in the turbulence 
structure although it is at beat only a very rough similarity. 
Finally, the results of measurements of the shear stress correlation 
coefficient, R uv , 
in a turbulent plane wall jet by Eskinazi and 
Kruka (1962) and also in a turbulent axi-symmetric jet by Gibson (1963) 
are compared with the present results in figure (61). The agreement 
is again quite good and supports the idea of a tendency towards a 
universally similar structure for all turbulent jet and wake &hear flovs 
8.6 The turbulent energy balance. 
The turbulent energy equation may be written in the approximate 
form (see Tovnsend (1956)): - 
!! AR, y AR, - au 22 aU + uv T+ v (U v Fa-x 2 dx 2 ay y 
Advection Production Production 
from &hear from normal 
stress. stresses. 
-z- 
+! 
L( qv+ Fv 
dy 2 V) +c0. 
Diffusion Dissipation. 
vhere r- v lc)UL ksi. 
r 
- 
If the distributions of the advection, production and dissipation 
terms are known, the distribution of the diffusion term can readily 
be obtained by difference. The advection and production terms can be 
obtained from the turbulent intensity measurements already described 
and it remains to obtain the distribution of the dissipation term. 
The turbulent eddies which are responsible for the viscous dissipation 
V This similarity probably extends to the outer region of boundary layers. 
For example, for the flat plate boundary layer, Klebanoff (1954) obtained 
R -0.5. The parameter, Uv/q. 2, in the flat plate boundary layer and In 
cRaynnal flow has a value of about 0.15. In the present experiments, Zv-/q--2, -- 0. 
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are those in the high frequency range and it is well known that there in 
a Undency to isotropy in this region of the spectrum. If this isotropy 
exists, th*n it is possible to write for the viscous dissipation term: - 
77% 
CW 15V 
6? 
Furthermore, if the dissipating eddies are assumed to be swept along 
with the local mean velocity then a/, )x - (I/U)(a/at) and e -(15 v/U')(au/at)' 
The quantities in this last expression can, in principal, be readily 
measured and it is a very convenient way to obtain the dissipation torn. 
Movever, in the present experiments, it van found that the frequencies 
of the dissipating eddies extended up to about l5kc/s and it in certain 
that vire length effects and possibly inadequate compensation led to 
values of the viscous dissipation term that were much too small. 
Nevertheless, the energy balance has been obtained by suitably scaling 
the measured values of viscous dissipation to ensure in the final 
energy balance that: - Go 
qv- 4- P7v-) dy 0 
i. e. the net diffusion across the flow is zero. 
This energy balance is sbovn in figure (63). It was necessary to 
multiply the measured distribution of the viscous dissipation by a 
factor of two in order to obtain a sensible energy balance. 
The main features of the energy balance are: - 
(a) The distribution of the viscous dissipation term is very similar to 
that obtained in a wake flow (see Townsend (1956) PP. 107) and shows 
that, over the central region of the flow, this term is roughly constant. 
By making an allowance for the intermittency factor, the region of 
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approximately constant viscous dissipation is extended further. 
(b) The viscous dissipation and production terms are the most significant 
in the energy balance. This way be illustrated by comparing the integral 
values of the various terzas in the energy balance over-the jet vidth 
given in the following table. 
Froduction. 
SýO a-Vqudy 
1J. 3 
5 
a3 -010169 
'. Dissipation. 
8-t# ýF- d, 
1J 3 +0,0207 
. 
Advection. dy : x, 
+ -0,0038 
Diffusion. qV 4- Fv) dj 0 
(c) ulike the wake flow, it appears that the diffusion of turbulent 
2- 
energy (-I qv+ Fv-) is at least roughly correlated with the local mean 2 
intensity gradient (see Townsend (1950) pp. 168). 
The micro-scale of the turbulence XulY[U: 
ýr_x7 
can be calculated 
from the viscous dissipation term and, as shownin figure (62), the 
distribution of this lejkgthscale across the jet is again very similar 
to that obtained in a wake flov. 
Finally, it in interesting to check the validity of the local 
isotropy assumption in the presant measurements. According to Corrain (1957) 
it in necessary that two conditions should be fulfilled. These are: - 
(F-/V) 
>> 1-0 and ( b) >> 1.0 
(ali %) 
-L 
a 
4-v, -k all 
The first condition is simply a requirement that the rate of *train 
due to the dissipating eddies in much larger than that due to the 
mean velocity gradient and the other condition is a requirement that 
the wavenumbers of the dissipating eddies are much larger than those 
i 
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at which energy is fed into the turbulence. The results of this check 
are given in the following table where also a comparison in made with 
some results of Previous investizators. 
/Z (ýLVTP 
ýýU-w 
vw (E/v3) 
%"I -V 
Present measurements - plane jet. 
, 24 125 
Uberoi - Distortion of homogeneous turbulence. 015 - 
Klebanoff - Boundary layer on a flat plate. 10 45 
Thus, the use of the simplified expression for the viscous dissipation 
term would seem to be well justified in the present experiments. 
8,7 The eddy structure. 
In order to provide some additional insight into the flov 
structure, a limited number of spectra and correlation measurements 
vore made. This vork vas limited in its objectives and the results are 
far from comprehensive. The measurements were carried out in the jet 
YAO. 5,0.5 and x/h-51 and they consisted of measurements of the 
R (O, r, O) correlation coefficient and the u2 and TV spectra. 11 
The correlation coefficient measurements of ltll(O, r, O) - vritten 
subsequently as Ry- were obtained with ons, hot vire fixed at y/60.5mo. 5 
and the other wire traversed outwards towards the edge of the jet. In order 
to obtain some idea of the length scales appropriate to the various 
frequencies, these correlation measurements vere obtained by passing 
the various signals through the filter unit and measuring the outputs 
for different settings of the high pass filter. The resulting correlation 
coefficients are shown in figure (64). The significance of the results 
vill be discussed later in relation to the spectra measurements and, for 
ft 
the moment, ve vill simply compar* the integral scale L- 
SR dy vith 
yay 
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the values found in other free turbulent flows. Since the mean velocitY 
profil*9 in all these flows are roughly similar, we are justified in 
using 6 0.5 as a referonce 
lmgtb throughout. In addition to a comparison 
of values of L, the following table also compares values of the integral 
00 y 
scale L. - 
SR dx where values are available. - 
0x 
FLIN. AUTHOR. 1/ 110.5 LX/450.15 LX/L y 
Isotropic Theoretical result. - 2.0 turbulence. 
Plane jet. Present measurements. 0.38 - - 
Plane wake. Townsend (1956) 016 0183 1.37 
Plane wake. Grant (1958) 0.5 0.83 1.66 
Hixing layer. Liepwann & Laufor(1947) 0.26 - - 
Hizing layer. Laurence( 1056) - 2.5-3.0 
Circular jet. Corrain (1943) 0.23 - - 
Circular jet. Corrain & Uberoi (1949) 0.17 0.92 5.4 
Circular jet. Gibson (1963) - 0195 - 
Although the data in not very complete, it seems that the longitudinal 
integral scale Lx is very roughly constant for all the flowsconsider*d 
but the lateral scale Ly is smaller in jets thax it is in wake*. This 
is consistent with the idea that the comparatively large lateral mean 
velocities found in jets but not in wakes inhibit the growth of the 
eddies in the lateral direction. 
The spectrum measurements were obtained by passing the hot vire 
anemometer signals through the filter unit and measuring the mean square 
output voltages for a range of settings of the high pass filter. If 
u 7(k) and OG(k) r*present the contributions to u2 and U respectively 
from wavenumbers between k and k+dk, then the output* from the filter 
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unit gave 
SF(k)dk 
and G(k)dk respectively where k' is the setting 
a 00 
of the high pass filter. These latter quantities are plotted in figure 
(65). These results show that the eddies responsible for the major 
part of the shear stress are also responsible for the major part of 
the turbulent energy and these eddies are contained in the wavenumber 
range from zero to about 0.5 cm- This vavenumber range is equivalent 
to a range of values of the parameter n6 0.5/UM 
from zero to about 
0.34. In section 8.4 it was shown that the average frequency of eddies 
responsible for intermittency was given by n6 0.5/um, 
0.3 and this 
suggests that those eddies which are responsible for int*raittency 
may also be responsible for the major part of the shear stress. It 
is appreciated that the average frequency of the eddies responsible 
for intermittency obtained from the intermittency utter does not 
necessarily correspond to the eddy frequencies of the spectra 
measurements. However, even if this average frequency is too large by 
a factor of two, this would not seriously affect the conclusion 
that the shear carrying eddies and the eddies causing intermittency 
are essentially the same. Also of interest is the fact that the 
shear stress spectrum approaches zero more rapidly than the u2 
spectrum. This shows that there is a range of eddies which do not 
contribute anything to the shear stress and this in a necessary 
condition for the existence of local isotropy and shows that the 
turbulence structure is at least not obviously inconsistent with the 
local isotropy hypothesis. 
It is well known that the longitudinal correlation coefficient 
coefficient RX and the on"imensional spectrum function F(k) are 
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Fourier transforms of one another. 
i. e. 
Rxm 
ýF(k)cos 
kx A (8.7.1) 
0 
F(k) - 2/iL 
TR 
cos kx dx (8.7.2) 
ax 
From these relationships, it is easily shown that: - 
of 
(a) E- 15Y 
ýk 2 F(k)dk for isotropic turbulence. (8.7.3) 
0 
(b) Lxm 1 F(O) 2 
(8.7.4) 
Lquation (0.7.3) shows that the contribution to the viscous dissipation 
is heavily weighted in favour of eddies with a high frequency -a result 
which is well known. The one-dimensional spectrum function F(k) was 
obtained by graphically differentiating the curve of 
I. 
F(k)dk with 
respect to the wavenumberpk'. The distributions of F(k) and k F(k) 
obtained in this way are shown in figure (66). The value of F(O) 
was obtained from equation (8.7.4) by assuming that Lx -21, y. 
It was 
not possible to obtain reliable data for wavenumbers less than about 
0.3 cm -1 (which corresponds to a frequency of about 100 c/o) because 
of the limitations in the filter unit in the low frequency range. In 
addition, at wavenumbers equal to or greater than the reciprocal of the 
hot wire length, finite hot wire length effects becone important and 
lead to values of the spectrum function F(k) which are much too small. 
Notwithstanding these difficulties, the figure (66) shown that the 
eddies responsible for the major part of the turbulent energy are 
reasonably well separated in wavenumbor number space from those eddies 
responsible for the major part of the viscous dissipation. This separation, 
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in fact, appears to be sufficient to permit the existence of an inertial 
subrange (see Batchelor (1956) or Hinze(1959)) because when loglOF(k) 
is plotted against loglok (figure (67)), a region is found in which 
F(k)cck -5/3 . Th* conditions necessary for the existence of an inertial 
subrange are that there should be a region of the spectrum in vavenumber 
space vhich contributes very little either to the turbulent energy or 
the viscous dissipation. This requires a very high Reynolds number 
and Corrain has suggested that RX-O X/V should not be less than 500. 
In the present experiments, the value of R). was about 350 which seems 
to be large enough to permit the existence of a limited inertial subrange. 
The Universal Equilibrium theory (see, for example, Hinze (1959)) shows 
that in the inertial subrange, the spectrum function is given by: - 
-. ffF(k) 
= -L8 A62/3 k -5/3 u 55 
where A is a universal constant. The present results give A-1.54 which 
is in very good agreement vith the value of 1.6 obtained by Gibson (1963) 
in a circular jet and the value of 1.4-1 obtained by Grant et al. (1952) 
in a tidal channel! 
Finally, we will consider the results of the filtered correlation 
measurements - figur* (64). From the spectrum measurements, it appears 
that halt the &hear stress in the present case is carried by eddies 
in the vavenumber range from 0 to 0.3 cm-1 (corresponding to a frequency 
range from 0 to 100 c/o) and ever 70*1* by eddies in the wav*numbor range 
from 0 to 0.6 cm-1. According to the correlation measurements, hovever, 
*Considering 
all things, this agreement is better than *no might reasetably 
expect and, to some extent, must be fortuitous. 
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there is as sudden reduction in the extent of the R correlation nor y 
of the integral scale, Lyv of the turbulenc* when the high pass filter 
is set at theme respective wavenumbers in the correlation measurements. 
Moreover, the integral scale is reduced by only 30 4/0 when the high 
pass filter is set at a wavenumber of 0.3 cm-1 so that the earlier 
conclusion that the eddies responsible for a major part of the shear stress 
are among the largest eddies in the flow is rt-affirsed. As before ix 
the discussion of the intermittency motor results, it must be admitted 
that the ijiterpretation put upon the present results is ast free from 
objections. Neyortheless, there is clearly some ground for a critical 
ro-*xanination of this problem of the eddy structure. 
8.8 The characteristic times,. 
The characteristic times for the development of the flev and the 
turbulent notion& give some guide to the validity of theories of 
turbulence and also, in & more general way, some idea of the flow 
structure (see Townsend (1956) pp. 90). Townsend introduced the following 
characteristic times: - 
(a) The time for appreciable development of the flow; 
tD " umds/&, 
where Um is the average mean velocity ever the flow crese-section. It 
can be shown that tD is a simple multiple of the existence time 
introduced in section 7.2. 
(b) The time for substantial rate of strain by the mean flov; 
ts a 11(dulay)KAX. 
(e) The time scale representative of energy transfer; 
tj? 4? 6j 
/ 
P- 
TO 
IV 
-b 
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which may be thought of as the time necessary to produce the turbulent 
energy. 
(d) The time scale representative of viscous dissipation; 
tv d1/2 t ctb 
-to -41 
(e) The timme for a substantial rate of strain by the energy containing 
eddies; 
tE - 
The values of these characteristic times for the various free flows are 
-miven in the followina table 
VtD t]WtD YtD t]E/tD 
Plane jet (Present experiments). 0.073 0.3 0.26 0.16 
Planewake (Tovnsend). 0.17 0.24 0.19 - 
Mixing layer (Liepmwaim & Laufer). 0.08 0.45 - - 
Circular jet (Corrain). 0.07 0.24 0.105 
In isotropic turbulence, it is found that (Townsend (1956)): - 
3R 
'215 2 fS -C., 
Now, Townsend found that this relationship was also roughly correct in 
the plane wake and cancladed that it was probably valid in other shear 
flows as well. If this is so, then tV and t. are simply related by; - 
tv 
-3 
Referring to the above table, we see that the results for the plane j 
are in good agreement with this last expression. 
-3 
Referring to the above table, ve see that the results for the plane jet. 
The time for appreciable development of the flov, t, in related 0 
Townsend (1956) pp, 97 quoteS br, -- Ity which is apparently an error. 
3 VS 
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to the existence time, ts, for the plane jet by: - 
t0-0.333 tD 
and, therefore, it in apparent that the production and dissipation 
times are comparable to the existence time. This feature, which has 
previously been comented upon by Townsend (1050) in connection with 
the wake flow, leads one to expect that the flow at any station is 
strongly dependent an upstream conditions. This is a strong objection 
to any simple gradient transport theory which postulates some sort of 
local equilibrium. However, as we will discuss in section 9.3, it may 
be possible to make an allowance for the upstream history of the flow 
in the gradient transport theories by making use of additional postulates 
of the kind embodied in Townsend's large eddy hypothesis. 
8.9 Th* unsteady irrotational motion. 
The convoluting edge of the turbulent flov induces unsteady but 
irrotational velocity fluctuations in the free-stream. According to 
rhillips (1955) and Stewart (1959), the components of this unsteady 
motion are related to one another such that: - 
-2 -2 __2 
V-U+V 
Furthermore, at large distances from the edge of the turbulent flow, 
it is found that: - 
-2 ý --2 -2 -4 v /2 -u-v orc (y - yo) (8,9.2) 
vhere y0 is the apparent origin of these irrotational fluctuations. 
-2 
Measurements of the u intensity obtained from the present experiments 
confim the validity of equation (8.9.2) for this term, as shovn by 
figure (68ý. This data is vell represented for Y/60,5 A 2.3 by the 
*A special traverse was made at x/h=49 vith the sole purpose of atasuri 
the turbulence in the irrotational region of the flow. However, results 
from other traverse& are also used in this work. 
. "s&:, rr'' 
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expression: - 
-2 
U 
u2 
0 
= 0.0016 
(y- YO 
vhere y1f 0115ý 
1.33. * 0.03 (8.9.3) 
.1 
It is to be noted that the apparent origin of the fluctuations, y oN. 5' 
lies well within the region where turbulent flow exists - the intermittency 
factor in approximately 0.8 at ylb-, ml. 33. It in also to be noted 0,5 
that equation (8.9.2) appears to be valid even quite close to the edge of the 
turbuleiit flov. This was found to be true also in the case of wake 
flow - see Phillips (1955). 
The v2 and v2 intensities in the irrotational flow region were 
obtained with a single sloping wire which measured the quantity 
2 -12 --2 
u +QC(v or v) vhere(x is a constant for any given hot wire - see 
-T -2 -2 --4 
section 6.1. In order to determine the ratios v /u and v /u", we will 
assume that: - 
--2 -4 
uy 
up- 
0 
ýý6 
0 
-. 
5 
ý) 
-4 
and v2 
jmk 
Yo 
0 
tO. 5 
From the measurements with the single sloping vire, we obtain: - 
-T --2 -4 
u+v- (k + ock 
U2 U2 uv Z-O. 
y5o) 
00 
--2 2- ; ý/U2 -4 From these experimental results, graphs of (u /U 0+ 
Oc . 0) against 
(y - YO )/6 0,5 can 
be plotted from which (k u+ ockv) can 
be obtained. 
The results of these experiments are given in the folloving table. 
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x/h oc (k + aek Uv 
(k + ock uV 
k. 
. 
/ku kv/ku 
48.5 0.593 0.00355 0.00275 1.21 2.06 
70 0.41 0.00355 0.00225 1.02 300 
51 0.84 0.00345 0.0026 0.75 1.38 
Average values. 1.0 2.5 
Considering the inherent lack of accuracy of the single sloping wire 
technique, these results can be regarded as providing a most satisfactory 
confirmation of equation (8.9.2). 
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9.0 Additional comments on the self-preserving I! Iane jet including 
kplglicability of the various theories of turbulence. 
Both the constant exchange hypothesis and the mixing length theories 
postulate & gradient transport mechanism but this is not the only type 
of transport mechanism that is possible in turbulent shear flows. 
Townsend (1956) and Batchelor (1950) have considered a model flow in which 
the transport process may be represented as the sum of a gradient 
transport mechanism and a bulk transport mechanism. This model is in 
keeping with Townsend's suggestion that the turbulent eddies may be 
divided roughly into two groups, namely the large eddies which will be 
responsible for the bulk transport and the energy containing eddies 
which are much smaller and will be responsible for the gradient transport 
mechanism. For this model, we may write: - 
Uv- .6 IV +K 
where 9 is the average value of the transported property, V is the 
average value of the bulk transport velocity and K in a gradient 
diffusion coefficient. On a qualitative basis, Townsend was able to 
explain many of the observed features of a turbulent shear flow but 
difficulties arise when quantatative use of this model is attempted 
because, in the first place, the relative importance of the bulk and 
gradient transport mechanisms depends on the nature of the property 
transported and there is also, of course, the problem of attaching 
values to the bulk transport velocity and the gradient diffusion 
coefficient. This lack of precision in the above model makes a detailed 
comparison with experimental data difficult and, in the present case, we 
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will restrict ourselves to the more straightforward comparison with 
the gradient transport theories discussed in section 2.2, namely the 
constant exchange hypothesis and the Prandtl Mixing Length theory. 
9.1 The constant exchange hypothesis. 
It was shown in section 2.2 that, for the constant exchange hypothesis 
to have any physical validity, it in required that the turbulence 
structure be reasonably homogeneous across the jet and also that 
ýq-2/L'b 
all/dy. Now, although the fine structure of the turbulence is 
apparently closely homogeneous across the width of the flow, reference 
to the distribution of the turbulent energy - figure (58) - shows that 
homogeneity of the energy containing eddies cannot be regarded as a 
particularly good assumption although, at the same time, it is not 
wholly unreasonable and it has been argued that the "stirring" action 
of the large eddies will tend to ensure a roughly homogeneous turbulence 
structure. However, the discovery that (0q 
--2/L)/(aU/ay) 
a 0(1) is 
sufficient to Show that the constant exchange hypothesis cannot have 
real physical validity. Notwithstanding this last objection, this 
hypotheiiis remains a useful empiricism and if we calculate the 
distribution of eddy viscosity across a plane jet including an 
allowance for the intermittency factor, we find that the eddy viscosity 
coefficient is roughly constant over an appreciable region of the 
flov - figure (69ý. 
* Figure (69) shown the distribution of the reciprocal of the eddy 
Reynolds number '/RTý VT/Uo6 ý gl2(71)/f 1(71) and also 1/7 RT. The 
calculations were made for U1 -0 and d&0,5/dx. O. l for simplicity. 
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9.2 Prandtlls Mixing Length theo!: y. 
In the case of Prandtl's Mixing Length theory, it is necessary 
4-21 
u that I LitdU/dy and that the turbulent velocity fluctuations should 
- -r 21 
be similar throughout the flov i. e. parameters like v /u' etc. and R uV 
should be constants. 
If we calculate the distribution of the mixing length across the 
jet by aasuning that (a) L/It (%fU7/b)/(dU/dy) -4-g--, (n)/f I (n) 
and (b) we obtain the resultie 
shown in figure k7O). With the obvious exception of the central region 
of the flow, both distributions show that the mixing length in roughly 
constant over the main portion of the jet and, moreover, it is 
interesting that the former relationship gives a value of L/t 015 -0.35 
which is in close agreement with the measured value of Ly/t,.,, 0.38. 
The numerical difference between the two calculated distributions 
of the mixing length is not important since it arises from the fact 
that R 
-2 -2 
uvJ1,0 
and uýv 
The validity of the flow sizilarity assiunption can be tested 
by reference to figures (59k), (60) and (61) which show the distributions 
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
across the jet of v /u ,v 
/u 
, gv-/u , and R UT 
respectively. With 
the exception of the region near the flow centre, it appears that the 
assumption of similarity may not be wholly unreasonable although, at the 
same time, it is obviously not a very precise assumption either. 
Finallyq it has been shown by Batchelor (1950) that the Prandtl 
Mixing Length theory requires an energy balance between the production 
and viscous dissipation of turbulent energy. Reference to the energy 
balance - figure (63) - shows that, over a region of the flow, the 
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production and viscous dissipation terms are indeed predominant although 
the diffusion and advection terms are by no means negligible. 
9.3 Further comments on the theories of turbulence. 
On balance, it seems that of the two simple gradient transport 
theories discussed, the Prandtl Hixing Length theory gives a slightly 
better description of the flow. However, this result does not necessarily 
have any far reaching significance since it is restricted to the plane 
jet flow. For example, in the plane wake, the energy balance between 
turbulent energy production and viscous dissipation of turbulent energy 
implied in the Hixing Length theory is not found. In any case, the 
structure of the flow does not obviously conform to any really well 
defined pattern as witnessed by the comparative ease with which the 
experimental results were shown to exhibit features associated with 
quite different assumptions about the flow. On the one hand, in connection 
with the constant exchange hypothesis, it was shown that the assumptions 
of a roughly constant value of turbulent energy across the jet and 
also that -rac(aUlaY) were not unreasonable. On the other hand, it was 
C) U ('au/ay) 2 then shown that cc and -r ew were also reasonable dy 
assumptions! This duplicity of interpretation is not uncommon in work 
on turbulence and it arises, to some extent, because the turbulence 
comprises a whole spectrum of eddies with their own length and time 
scales and vhich are subjected to different physical controlling factors. 
This diversity of eddy scale& ensures that no single simple mechanism 
can be expected to describe the whole of the turbulence structure. 
Hence, where there in apparently a measure of support from the experimental 
work for two different assumptions, it may well be that both assumptions 
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apply but to different regions of the spectrum. In fact, it is clear that 
to be able to make any progress on the turbulence problem, it is 
necessary to split the spectrum into groups of eddies (even though 
this in itself in artificial) with more or less distinct scales of length 
and time and to then construct theories or mechanisms to account for the 
behaviour of each eddy group and also its interaction, if any, with 
other eddy groups. This is, of course, precisely the approach used in 
the theories of the dissipating range of eddies and also used by 
Townsend in his large eddy hypothesis. However, unlike the former 
example, the development of the Townsend flow model was strongly 
dependent an experimental work and, consequently, it is of interest 
to re-consider the flow structure in the light of the more recent 
experiments of Grant (1958) and same of the present results. 
According to Grant, the most obvious large scale motions in a 
wake are "a series of more or less regularly spaced 'jets' of turbulent 
fluid preceding outwards from the central plane of the wake. " Hotions 
similar to those described by Grant can often be seen in jets of steam 
and in smoke from chimneys and these jet-like motions are clearly 
responsible for intermittency. According to Townsend, these large 
scale motions are an order of magnitude larger than the bulk of the 
shear and energy carrying eddies. However, there in a strong suggestio 
in the present results that the large eddies responsible for internitt: ncy 
might also be responsible for a large part oF the shear stress. 
Additional evidence in favour of this idea is the fact that the integral 
0 Recent experiments by Bradshaw et &1 (1963) also point to this 
conclusion. 
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scale, Ly, was reduced by only 300/0 when the high pass filter was set 
to about a wavenumber of 0.3 cm- 
1 
which removed eddies responsible 
for about half the total shear stress. Also, tht straightforward 
observ tion that wavenumbers up to 0.3 cm- 
I 
in the present case 
correspond to an eddy wavelength range (where this wavelength - U/n) 
up to about 66 0.5 supports the conclusion 
that the shear carrying 
eddies are among the largest in the flow. Although this conclsuion 
appears contrary to Townsend's flow model, there is a good deal of 
evidence showing that mechanisms at least similar to those postulated 
by Townsend are at work in turbulent shear flows. It may be therefore 
that his flow model is adequate if some allowance for the contribution 
from the large eddies to the overall shear stream can be made. Grant's 
experiments also show that the form of the large eddies used by 
Townsend requires modification. However, more experimental work is 
required on this problem before any of the above modifications can 
even be contemplated with confidence. 
The discovery that the Prandtl Mixing Length description of the 
flow structure is not altogether unreasonable is interesting because 
the jet-like eddy motions described by Grant would give rise to a 
distribution of the 
47 
intensity similar to that postulated by the 
Prandtl theory provided the lateral velocity with which the mixing 
jets grew was large enough to prevent appreciable diffusion of the fluid 
within the mixing jets during the course of their development. If this 
last condition is fulfilled and these eddies are also responsible for 
a large part of the shear stress, we can expect that a high instantaneous 
value of the shear stress would be accompanied by a higher than average 
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value of the v-component of the turbulent motion. This suggest that 
a test of these ideas would be provided by measurements of the 
quantity u v/Tv-J; 
2 
vhich should be much greater than 1.0 if the above 
ideas are correct. 
It is interesting now to discuss Townsend's hypothesis from a 
somewhat different standpoint. It has been shown that the mean velocity 
profiles in a plane jet and a plane wake are practically identical. 
Therefore at some longitudinal station in either a plane wake or a plane 
jet in a moving airstream the flow structure will depend on the 
following dimensionless groups: - 
1, U, aS.. 
S , 
E? 
j clu , 
S0.3 (JIB! 'S , 
E'2.6 j2u., 
ett. SO. S 
9. w, U. d xz 17C 
In a self-preserving flow, these parameters, with the exception of 
Y/tO. 5' must all 
be constants since it in a condition of self-preservation 
that the flow structure depends only on y/6,,,. For example, it in 
easily shown that in a self-preserving plane jet: - 
U'VU i- ()o 
dbo, J, dx 
S, n; 'd " So. z 
dx 
13o dx! ' 
By contrast, in a self-p. 
- K, a constant. 
&0 For n?. 2 
(-K)n(Zn-O! 
2n 
reseriving plane wake, all these parameters tend 
to zero. It would appear from the present experiments that the distributions 
of the various turbulent intensities and shear stress across a plane jet 
and a plane wake are very similar so that we are tempted to write: - 
U-2 u S'. 9 
U. CIX 
(! A F (U, dS du U. T U. dx 
U. ' 9. F 
(Eý d So. 
U0 dx U. CIX 
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U-v 29F 
29 , d-I5N 3 
Les ä-u--: 9 .. - .) (5.3.1) 3.. (f 
(ti 
hs) Ul dx U, dx 
vhere the functions gl, g2p g3 and F are universal. In relation to 
the earlier discussion of the theories of turbulence, we may view the 
form of the 'g-functions' as being controlled by the type of transport 
nechanisma in the turbulent flow whereas the function F can be thought 
of as representing the effects of the flow history eis the length and 
time scales of the eddies responsible for the transport processes. We 
will define the limiting values of the function F so that for a self- 
preserving plane jet, F-I and for the self-preserving plane wake, 
FQ; 2.5 (see section 3.2. ). The problem now &risen of determining the 
function F. The large eddy hypothesis of Townsend provides a possible 
form for this function and, from section 3.2, we see that this form in: - 
e1p 
[- (2 1 (, LUIJý, -ax) - 
(. c5' 
t 
11 
ex -1*%-) (9,3.2) 
T 
where (f/fl)t and -nt are evaluated at some typical station in the outer 
region of the jet, say -n-l.. 5. The suffix J refers to "pure" jet 
conditions when U1 -0. This hypothesis shown no dependency an the 
-1 a 
parameters Ul/U 0, 
EýS 4ýS2-s and S'o-s Cl"Ifo for n; ý2. In the following table, 
dx" W dx" 
the ratios of the shear stresses with U, /Uj-0.162 to the shear stresses 
with U1 ft 0 have been calculated at a number of longitudinal stations 
in the jet using experimental values of 
t(au/ax)/(aU*)J, 
and equation 
(9.3.2). These values are compared with the observed values. 
ill 
t -0.167 for U1 -0, dFi 0,5, 
/dx-0.1 
X/h «C)U/43x)/(du/ay)3 t F F 
u I/UJ-0- 162 Equatioja 
(9.3.2) Obaerved(approx. ) 
20 -0.095 1.5 1.1 
40 -0.078 1.7 1.1 
60 -0.069 1.8 1.1 
It is quite clear from the discrepancies between the calculated and 
observed values of the function F that a straightforward application 
of Townsend's hypothesis is not -valid. This matter will be discussed 
further ia section 11. 
Finally, it is worth noting that anether concept that has 
attracted attention in recent years is the idea that the rate of 
change of volume flow within a flow is a parameter of importance in 
defining the flow structure (see, for example, Head (1958)). On this 
basis, we may define an liuflowl velocity, V.. , such that: - 
d(U 
*60.5) VOO - dx 
ýU 
dy 
I dx 
and we find that the non-dimensional parameter, V,,, /U 0, which 
is a. 
suitable parameter for defining the rate of change of volume flow witilin 
a flow becomes: - 
0.5 du. + ýs201 
x (ix 11)"0- 1n ýn 0% Thus, again, we find that the parameters U. /U,, , 34-riluand %. sdUo for ný 2 d. An % dxn 
play no part in this hypothesis. Unlike Townsend's hypothesis, no 
concrete form for the function P using the parameter V. /U. can be given 
and it would be necessary to test this idea experimentally unless further 
assumptions can be made. 
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10.0 Eresentation and discussion of results for a plane jet with UI /U J -0,58. 
As the jet spreads downstream or, alternatively, as the ratio 
of free-stream to jet velocity increases, the values of U 
o/UI 
cease 
to be much larger than 1.0 and a self-preserving pure jet flow is no 
longer possible. On the other hand, as U -6- 0, the flow can develop o/UI 
a structure similar to that of a plane wake. Therefore, we may regard 
the plane jet in a moving airstream as an interesting example of a 
perturbed self-preserving flow whose structure should gradually approach 
that of a self-preserving plane wake as we move far downstream. In an 
attempt to observe this change of structure, some additional measurements 
were made with Ul/Uj=0.58. These tests included the following measurements: - 
(a) mean velocity traýerses at a number of longitudinal stations in the 
jet using a pitot and static tube. 
(b) both lateral and longitudinal traverses with a hot wire anemometer 
7 
measuring the u component of the turbulence. 
(c) at a number of longitudinal stations, the interwittency factor 
was measured. 
2 
(d) at two longitudinal stations, the distributions of u-v, v and W 
were measured. 
10.1 The mean velocity measurements. 
As shown in figure (71), the mean velocity profiles are again 
geometrically similar and identical with those obtained at the lover 
values of U I/UJ- 
The spread of the jet and the decay of the centre-line 
velocity are shown in figure (72). UO/Ul is now much less than 1.0 so that 
we would expect the flow to show some sinilarity with the plane wake flow 
structure. 
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The following table sumarises the results of the mean velocity 
I 
traverses and includes the usual check on the constancy of the Imomelitum 
f lux. 
X/h 80 
. 5/14 
U 
O/U I 
(UO/UI)2 Cj 
70.1 1,77 0,206 0*0424 0,847 
60,7 1.68 0.217 0*0471 0.857 
51.3 1.58 0.225 0.0507 0,837 
45.9 1.50 0.244 0*0595 0.87 
40,5 1,43 0,251 0*063 01858 
33.75 1.29 0.263 0.0688 0.815 
25&65 1.11 0,294 0.0863 0,814 
13.5 0,776 0,408 0,167 0,631 
Average value of Ci 0,841 
An in previous cases, calculations have been made to deterwin* thq 
shear stress and lateral mean velocity profiles in tho Jet at a number 
of Idngitudinal stations. These calculations showed that the *hear stress 
distribution vas independent of the longitudinal station for 20 16 x/h 4 70 
and took the form shovn in figure (76). The shear stresses are about 
40010 larger than these for a jet in a near stationary airstream aad this 
seems to shov an approach to the wake flov structure. Hovever, it is 
surprising that these shear stress profiles do not sh*v any d*pendency 
on the distance frou the jet exit for x/h >, 20. 
I The lateral mean velocity profiles (figure (73)) shov that the 
inflov into the jet is nov much less than that encountered in a jet 
in a near stationary airstream (e. f. figure (43) for U, /Uj-0.07). 
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According to Tovasond's largo eddy hypothesis. ve say vrito (got 
equation(3,2.7)): - 
e%p 
ý;, Vcc: 
TT-2 ýUV)j 
vhere the suffices I &ad 2 refer to different longitudinal stations 
in the Jet wbore the respective strain rate ratio* are different. In 
the following table. the ratio* of the shear stresses with U I/UJ-0158 
to the sh*ar stresses with Ul* 0 have been calculated at a nunb*r of 
stations in the jet using equation (10.1-1). The position in the jet 
at which 'typical' values of the strain rate ratio have b*en calculated 
is 71-145. 
f(aU/ax)/(aU/ýy))t 
. -0.167 f*r U mmO and d6 /dx-0. I 1 0.5 
x/h 
f(aU/ax)/(6U/8y)l Tv-/(Cv-) O 
TV-I(TT) 
t UIM UI WO 
u i/Ui =0,58 ation Observ*d. T 
10.1.1) 
20 -Go023 2.38 1,4 
40 -01018 2.42 1.4 
60 -01016 2,47 1.4 
According to the large eddy hypothesis, the strain rate ratio@ 
for U, /Uj-. 0.58 are so low that the flow should be practically identical 
ts, the plane vake f lov. Hevever, the neasuroments shov that the shear 
stresses, avtý, are still auch less than in a wake and it s*emw, therefon. 
that the appreacb to a wake flow a-tructure takes place very slowly and 
a direct application of Tevusendto large eddy hypothesis is clearly 
invalid. Possible reasons for this failure will be discussed in secti9a 11. 
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10,2 Th* turbulence structure. 
Because of the high free-stream velocity, the effects on the flow 
structure of the precise jet nozzle conditions will be felt further 
downstream in the present case than with UI-0. In figurt (74) are 
2 ;2U! 6 
shown the distributions of AP /0 and along the jet cestre-line S, 010 
and these results suggest that iad*pendence of the nozzle conditions 
is obtained only for x/hý 40. 
-2 2 
The measured distributions of u /U 0 and 
the *hear stress acres& 
the jet for x/h; t 40 are shown in figures (75) and (76) respectively. 
The agreement betveon the mtasured and calculated *hear stress distributions', 
in again quite good. 
-2 -2 The v and v profiles were also measured and in figure (77) 
-2 2 
are shown the final distributions of these quantities and u. /U 
also obtained for x/hý: 40. The important feature of these results 
is the obvious oijailarity vith both the previous results for U I/Uj-O- 162 
and the plane wake flow. This is convincing evidence in favour of the 
idea of a universally similar structure for plans jets and vakes. 
Intermittency measurements werd also made and, as shown in figure (78), 
the distributions of the interaittency factor across the jet are similar 
to these obtained with Ul/Uj-0.162. No approach to the more extensive 
distribution of intermittency for a wake can be observed. The frequency 
parameter of the eddies responsible for intermittency (figure (70)) has 
a value of nI5 005/UH '--Oo4 which is, to the accuracy of these 
frequency 
measurements, identical to the previous value obtained with Ul/RI-0,162. 
*The fact that the values of b4leU. " are a good deal larger than u-1/tqsbould 
not be interpreted an showing that vA is also much larger than CA , as will I 
subsequently be shown. The reason for the large values ofaq4is unknown but 
1i 
it may be due to misalignment of the probe with the flow since it is possible 
to show that error* in AF% /CUO2 due to misalignment grow without limit 
as U06.0 
lie 
10.3 The enor balance. 
Although the viscous dissipation term in the turbulent energy 
balance was not measured in the present case, we may nevertheless obtain 
the energy balance if we assume that the, shape of the viscous dissipatien 
curve across the jet is similar to that obtained with Ul/Uj-0.162 
a 
and 
scaling its actual value to ensure that: ý- 
415 S+ C) 
a 
5S- 2 
This energy balance, shown in figure (80), is not v*ry different from that 
obtained with U, /U. -O. 162 although the contributions fron the diffusion 
and advection terns are slightly larger. The energy balance is still 
very different from the wake flow energy balance (see Townsend (1956)pp. 167) 
and this shown that the flow with U, /Uj-Oo58 has still more in comma 
with the pure jet flow than it has with the wake flow even. though 
UO/Ul 2: 0,2-0.3ý 
The distribution of viscous dissipation across the jet with U, /Uj-0.162 
was nearly Identical in shape to that obtained by Townsend in a wake. 
This sixilarity almost certainly extends to thelintersediateo flow 
of a jet in a moving airstream. 
tA 
similar conclusion has recently been reached by Maczymoki(1962) in the 
case of an axi-symmetric jet in a moving airstream. 
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'11*0 A comparison betueen exj! erizental and Ibeoretical results for the 
spreading of a glane jet in a-movi! &airstreano 
A basic assuaption in any of the th*ories of turbulent jets is that 
at some distance downstream of the jet nozzle, the exact nozzle conditions 
are uhimportant, and the jet nozzle can be thought of sImply as & source 
of excess momentum flux, J. Then, as shown in section 4'00t- 
rlo-a 
- function of X-x. Only 
? U. JUI - function of Y-xe 0. nly (11.01bb) and 
where xO is the apparent shift in the origin of the flow due to the 
particular nozzle conditions. In order to compare experimental results 
with equations (11.0.1aand b) In a satisfactory way# it would be 
necessary to carry out measurentents. several hurWred jet widtlis downstream 
of the jeý nozzle so that independence of the precise nozzle conditions 
could be assured and, also, so that an extensive region of overlap of 
values of Ul/Uo and S&. gj(T/&7) could be obtained for different values 
of U l/Iji- Unfortunately# the present experimental work was limited to a 
value of x/h-7eand, an we have discussed earliere independence of the jet 
nozzle conditions was probably only properly obtained In tho relatively 
restricted range from x/h-30-70 for U, /Uj-. 0 and x/hm 40-70 for Ul/UjItO. 6so 
Notwithstanding this dravbatk, it would appear that the present results 
can be fitted quite well into the form of *quatioas(ll*O. la and b) as 
shown in figures (84 and (82) which show results of mean velocity 
traverses for values of Ul/Uj- 0.16.0.31s 0*5 and 0.6 plotted in the 
tot% sýL 
ýggested abovee 
*Unfortunately', the importance of being able to make measurements at really 
large distances : ram the jet nozzle was not fully appreciated when the 
apparatus was dekigned. 
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Tb* apparent origin of the flow, zolh, was obtained simply by shifting the 
experimental data along the (Z-X,, 
AJ/eU2, ) axis until a reasonably smooth 
curve vas obtained from all the data. 
We are nov in a position to compare the simple theories developed 
in section 4.0 with the experimental results for the development of a 
Plane Jet. It is however necessary to &$sign values to the constants 
involved In the various theories, The values of the integrals I 
ýfndTj 
for a-1,2 and 3 and Ife. f#)2 dn were obtaiaod fron the measured 
"an 
so 
velocity profiles and the values are given in table I. The eddy Reynolds 
number of the self-preserving jet in a stationary atmosphere can be 
obtained from the expression - see section 4.1 :- 
Eo: # . 'if, -1 x 13 Pr 
(IloQ, 2) 
From the results of previous investigators, it van found that 6 0.5/x wo"I. 
However, in the present experiments with Ul/Uj -0.07, it was found that 
the shear stream distribution was consistent with a rate of spread of the 
jet with U1 -0 of 6005/x-0.109 and this value in used in the calculations 
to ensure agreement of the experimental and theoretical results for 
small values of Ul/Uj. From equation (11.0.2). we obtain: - 
RTJ- 33.4 
Witb this last coustautt the developnent of the plant jet can be 
calculated by both the constant eddy Reynolds zumber theory and 
AbranovichOo theory. For the variable eddy Reynolds number theory, it 
was assumed that. -- 
L,, 
.i +XMicim E 
dSo 
RT LWF crx 
XR 
T", (11.0.3) 
where the constantsnt, (f/fl)t and need to be det*rain*d. 
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Now, according to Townsend's measurements in a plane wake, ILT 
w- 
14.7. 
We will consider the case of a jet when U1 -0 when it can be shown also 
6 
0.5 dM 1 
d6 
0.5 0.10 
that H di 2 dx --2.. 
The constants (f/fI)t and 'nt are 
evaluAted at seine typical station in the outer region of the jet, may, 
TI-1.5 when it is found that (f/f I )t--0.345 and, of course, -ntml-5. With 
these values the constant % in determined to be 3.87. 
The development of the plane jet according to the variou8 theories 
is compared with the experimental results in figures (Hl) and (82). Also 
shown in these figures are the asymptotic forms of the functions in 
equations (11.0.1a & b) for U1 -4-0, namely: - 
. 
to. 
& 
Z 0.105 
-x-X, 0 2. Z TIeu 1 
(a 
-UU) = 
OAG X-X9 
As we might expect from previous discussions, 
01.0., ta) 
(11. U. 4b) 
the variable eddy Reynolds 
number theory does not agree at all well with the experimental results and 
quite clearly the assumptions iuvolved in the theory are invalid. The most 
satisfactory agreement obtained is with the theory of Abramovich but, as 
discussed in section 4.2, this theory has the wrong asyaptotic behaviour 
as U o/U 1 -4-0. 
It is therefore clear that a satisfactory theory of the plane 
jet ia a moving airstream is still not available. However, it would 
02 appear from figure (81) that, for values of (x-xo)/(J/CUI) 410, the decay 
of the jet cestre-line velocity can be predicted to an accuracy of about 
10 0/0 using the asymptotic relationship for U0 given above as equation 
(11.6.4b). The jet width can he predicted to a similar accuracy by 
substituting the equation (11.0.4b) into the momentum integral equation 
from which we obtain: - 
BO. 
ß 
2-1-= 0-109 X-Xo 1 
IT/ e U, U. + (U-3) 1, iTe-,;, +o-5si 
(11.0.5) (12; 4) ull- -4 =egz, 
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It has not been possible to decide the reason for the failure of 
the variable eddy Reynolds number theory with certainty. However, two 
explanations seem possible. It was mentioned in section . 1.1 th. Lt the 
variable eddy Reynolds number theory required that (it) the peried of 
the large eddies was siuch smaller than the time necessary for an appreciable 
change in the strain rate ratio and 
(b) that the small eddies adjusted 
sufficiently rapidly to ensure that large eddy equilibrium was maintained. 
The period of the large eddy according to Townsend is of the order of 
3/(aU/dy)maym 3t 
a where 
ta is the time for a substantial rate of strain 
by the mean flow and it is known - section 8.8. - that this is of a similar 
order to the time for appreciable development of the flow. It is likely 
therefore that the large eddies at any given station are dependent on the 
strain rate ratio some way upstream rather than on the local value. By 
similar time scale arguments, it is also likely that the energy equilibrium 
between the large and smaller eddies is never set up in a flow with a 
continually changing strain rate ratio in the way postulated in Townsend's 
theory. Although both of these factors would tend to account for the 
failure of the theory, they may not be solely responsible. There has been 
some suggestion that the large eddy hypothesis itself may not be correct 
and, although some mechanism similar to that postulated by Townsend in 
clearly at work, it is apparent, for example, that the separation of large 
eddies from shear carrying eddies in the large eddy hypotbesis is not very 
satisfactory. In principle, it might be possible to make some allowance 
in a theory for the above factors but it would be introducing too may 
variable and indeterminate parameters at this stage to make it a worthwhile 
exercise. Further experiments on the structure of the shear carrying 
eddies are required before further theoretical models can be proposed 
with any coufidence. 
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12.0 Conclusions. 
In the Introductiong the importance of self-preserving flows was 
discussed and a considerable part of the present work was concerned with 
investigating the structure of just one of these, namely the self-preserving 
plane jet. A comparison between the distributions of the turbulent 
intensities and the turbulent shear stress in a plane jet and a plane wake 
showed that these distributions were very similar for the two flows and 
this finding provides some support for the idea of a universally similar 
structure for all turbulent free flow. The major differences between the 
two flows, which were partly anticipated by Townsend, were that tile large 
eddies in the plane jet were somewhat smaller than those found in the plane 
wake and, also, the turbulent energy balance for the plane jet showed a 
greater contribution from the production and dissipation terms than in the 
plane wake case. The structure of the small scale turbulence responsible 
for the viscous dissipation appeared to be constant over the central 
portion of the jet width and all the indications were that it was closely 
isotropic. In fact, some evidence was found suggesting the existence of 
an inertial subrange. As far as the shear carrying eddies were concerned, 
it appeared that these were among the largest eddies in the flow and 
responsibleg in part at least, for the intermittency phenomenon. This 
conclusion is contrary to Townsend's large eddy hypothesis and is a mattex 
that deserves additional attention. It was also found that the assumption 
of a nearly uniform level of turbulent energy across the jet was not a 
particularly good assumption since it proved possible to represent the 
f ý, 23 
distribution of the qu2 intensity quite well by the Prandtl Mixing Length 
hypothesis thus showing a strong correlation between the turbulent energy 
level and the mean velocity gradient. Finally, the investigation of the 
a 
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irrotational. velocity fluctuations outside the jet bore out the conclusions 
of the theories of Phillips (1955) and Stewart (1956) and the anomolies 
between these theories and the experimental work of Corrain (1943) on 
a circular jet can now be regarded an definitely due to the instrumentation 
only. 
The remaining work in this thesis was concerned with the plane j*t 
exhausting into a moving airstream whose velocity was not small compared 
to the jet velocity. The structure of this flow was expected to show some 
sort of approach to a wake flow structure and although some very slight 
evidence of this was found, the change to a wake flow structure clearly 
taken place at a very slow rate. The idea, for instance, that Townsend's 
large eddy hypothesis could be used for predicting the development of the 
jet proved inadequate and it is suggested that thin may be due to the 
considerable time scales involved in establishing the equilibrium 
postulated in the large eddy hypothesis and also, possibly. to some 
inadequacy in the large eddy hypothesis itself. 
Scope for future work exists both in the self-preserving plane jet 
problem and also in the problem of the plane jet in a moving airstoaame 
In the former case, further work is required on the large eddy structure 
ef the flow and some interesting experiments could be conducted on the 
intermittency phenomenon. In this context, a fuller investigation of the 
output signals from an intermittency meter would be of interest. Alsop 
61 course, more detailed correlation measurementsare required. In the 
case of a jet in a moving airstream it is important that future work 
be carried out on a model in which measurements at distances at least 
several hundred jet widths downstream of the jet nozzle could be madea 
NNOWThis is necessary to ensure independence of the flow of the *xact 
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nozzle conditions and also to permit the approach to a plane wake type of 
structure to be studied more satisfactorily. This change of flow structure 
is a problem of great interest because it enables the effect of a minimum 
number of parameters on the turbulence structure to be studied and real 
progress in understanding the controlling factors in a turbulent flow 
might well result. 
_ 
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SYMJOLS. 
Unly symbols that are used frequexA13- are defined below. Other symbols 
used only once or twice should be adequately defined in the text. 
xv y Cartesian co-ordinates for two-dimensionAl flows with the x and 
y-axes in the direction of buid normal to the free-stream respectively 
U, Vx and y-componeuts of the mebLn velocity respectively. 
U, Vx and y-components of the turbulent velocity respectively. 
V Component of the turbulent velocity normal to the xy plane. 
uI Free-stream velocity. 
uJ Velocity of jet at nozzle. 
0 
Reference velocity of shear layer. In free turbulent flows, it is 
the difference in the mean velocity between the centre of the flow 
and the free-stream. 
M UO/Ul. 
UM Average mean velocity across the jet-" UI+0.5U0. 
P True static pressure (mean value). 
p Unsteady component of the static pressure. 
1) 
1 Free-stream static pressure. 
pS Static pressure measured with a static tube, 
1) P Total 
head measured with a pitot tube. 
AP 
S Difference in measured static pressure between a point in the, 
free turbulent flow and the free-stream i. e. 1) S 
11 
sl 
Fluid density. 
Fluid viscosity. 
Fluid binematic viscosity. 
(a) Plane jet nozzle width. 
(b) Two-dimensional channel wi,, t), - section 
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d (a) In plane wake flow, it is the cylinder diameter. 
(b) In axi-symmetric jet flow, it Is the jet nozzle di, 1p%cfpr 
(c) In section 6.4, it is the static tube diameter, 
(d) Ili section 6.1, it is the hot wire aliemometer diameter. 
Radius of pipe in sect'On 6-1- 
J Excess momentum flux per wit span for the plane jet. 
C Jet momentum coefficient, J/qU 
2 
JV 
Rh Jet Reynolds nwuber -UJ h/v . 
it d 
Hot wire anemometer Reynolds number - Ud/V 
RX Micro-scale heynolds number - 'ru2ýlv . 
6 Reference length for the width of the shear layer. 
U15 y-ordinate 
in shear flows at which U-U+U. 5 U0 
y/f or y1b 0.5* 
Shear stress. 
(a) Eddy viscosity or 
(b) Viscous dissipation term in the turbulent energy balance in 
section 8.6. 
I 
L 
VT Kinematic eddy viscosity, e/. 
11-f Eddy Reynolds number -U0 f/ V T* 
ILT Eddy Rey-nolds number in a self-preserving plane jet. 
J 
ILT Eddy Reynolds number in a self-preserving plane wkae. 
f(TI) 
V 
Mean velocity profile fun ction - (U Ul)/U 0 
9 (n) n-1,2 and 3 are u2 
"/U 
p 
22 
V"/Uý and w /U respectively. a 8 00 
g (TO 12 
CV-/U 2 
0 
T 
q Total turbule nt energy - (u- +V+ W') 
qA characteristic turbulent velocity not requiring precise definition 
as 
n 
Sf n dTI ;n2,3. 
ft 
I 
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it S(f. )2 d-q. 
-ft 
n (a) Frequency of turbulence. 
(b) Factor in correction to static tube reading due to turbulence - 
section 6.4. 
(c) A constant in the heat transfer law of Collis and Williams 
(1959) - section 6.1. 
k Wavenumber - 27-n/U. 
Rx Loagitudinal correlation coefficient - ltl, (r, 0,0). 
R Lateral correlation coefficient - It 11 
(U, r, U). 
R 
uv 
Shear stress correlation coefficient 
L (a) The Mixing Length in Prandtl's theory of turbulence. 
(b) A characteristic length scale of the turbulence not requiring 
precise definition. 
so 
Lx Longitudinal integral scale - 
SR 
x 
dx. 
00 0 
L Lateral integral scale - 
Eli dy. 
y0y 
hicro-scale of turbulence. 
-. 2 -, 7 F(k) d(u )/u where d(U ) is the contribution to u from wavenumbers 
between k and k+dk. 
G(k) d('Ov-)/i-v where d(Uv-) in the contribution to Vv- from wavenumbers 
between k and k+dk. 
I Intermittency factor. 
04 Temperature coefficients of resistance. 
TW Ambient temperature (absolute). 
T0 2730A. 
TH Absolute temperature of the hot wire anemometer. 
TM (T If + T. 
J/2. 
Rob Resistance of hot wire anemometer at Too 0 
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Resistance of the hot wire anemometer at 10 li, 
IL Resistance of hot wire anemometer at To. 
00 
Nu Nusself number for the hot wire anemometer. 
Angle between the hot wire anemometer and the free-stream direction. 
i Current through tle wire. 
ia Current through the wire with U1 -0 according to equation (0.1.7) 
C pmean 
Pressure coefficient in the static tube correction. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
Desip: in ofta noae profile for a parallel aided aerofoil Ma hodograph_methed. 1 
The flow in which we are interested is similar to that shown in 
figure (83a). The free-stream velocity is taken to be unity. In the 
hodograpb plane, this flov can be represented by a doublet at a point 
(1,0) and a semi-circular streamline vith a diameter of (I+k), as shovn 
in figure (83b). In the region CD of figure (83a), the flov on the 
aerofoil surface has to decelerate from a velocity of (1+k) at C to 
1.0 at D and, clearly, for a small adverse pressure gradient in this 
region, k should be as small as possible. 
If the doublet at the point (1,0) in the hodograph plans has a 
strength of +IoO then another doublet of strength -(I+k) 
2 /(l-k) 2 must 
be placed at the 
l+k 
00) in order to obtain the semi-circular Point 
(1-k 
streamline of diameter (I+k) shown in figure (83b). Novothe complex 
potential, w, of this doublet pair is :- 
q-1 
where q-U-M Now, 
dw 
qm 7- z 
(AI. 2) 
where z-x+ iy. In principal, equations (A1.1) and (AI. 2) could be 
explicitly solved to give q as a function of z only. However, the 
numerical technique of Whitehead, Wu and Waters (1951) is used to obtain 
the profile shape because of its simplicity. From equation (A1.2), it 
is easy to show that co-ordinates of a point along a given streamline 
are givea by: - 
ul 
y 
-IJ. VZ UI+Vz 
+ 
(I*k)/(I-k) 
I+k 
I-k 
(Al. 3) 
I 
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On AB in figure (83b), q in real only so that ve see from equation (AI. I) 
that *-0 everywhere on the nose profile. Therefore, on the nose profile: - 
-4k-26-0 + #(I -V)+? -k(i+k) (AI. 4) (1-k)24 
IL 
(1-k)"O 
Thus 0 
Cý 41 
vhere -2(1-K)O -4K 
(1-1024) 
(1-kl)+Zk(I-tk) 
(1-k)2f 
(AI. 5) 
Nov, from equation (AI. I), we have, 
(a) for q-0 at R that $- -2k/(I-k) 
(b) for q-l+k at C that 0w -2/k, 
so that we may use equation (Al. 5) to calculate values of q for a range 
of values of 0 between these two limits and then by numerical int*gration 
using equations (AI. 3), th* co-ordinates of the Rose profil* nay bo 
obtained. 
For k-0.05 the profile shown in figure (83c) was obtained and 
this was used on the jet model. Smaller values of k vould have led to 
inordinately long nose sectioas and the advantage of a smaller adverse 
pressure gradient vould have to be veighed against the disadvantage 
of a very long nose section. 
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APPkNDIX II 
The gerformance of the compensation network and the differentiating circuit. 
(a) The compensation aetwork. 
We will consider the circuit shown an the compensation stage in 
figure (21b). The amplitude gain of this stage is: - 
I+S., Rk 
+ Zn%Rk)2 - 4wzC'fq 
where 1ý, in the mutual conductance of the valves, Rk in the cathode load 
resistance, C is the coupling capacitance across the cathodes of the tv* 
valves and uj is the signal frequency (rads/sec). A' is the uncompensated 
gain of the stage and is given by: - 
5? m 
RL. 
+ g". k 
where RL is the anode load resistance. 
(A 11.1) can be written: - 
k-9 41 4- 4 w7- C1F; ý 
222 
If (I +gR) V4 wC%, equation mk 
(A 11*2) 
The amplitude output from a hot wire anemometer is of the form: - 
Output Signal Oc 
i 
-ml 
where H is the wire timme constant. From equation (A 11.2), we see that 
correct compensation for the wire is obtained when H- 2CRk. In the present 
experiments, correct compensation was required up to about 10 kc/s with 
time constants of about 0.25-0.5 milliLseconds. With the EF86 valves used 
Rk)2 
4224 
m 
in the compensation stage, (I +gi ý% 2.25 x 10 and H wtsO. 025-0.1 z 10 
so that amplitude compensation could be accurately maintained. 
Finallyv it in to be noted that this RC compensation is only 
amplitude compensation since phase shifts are introduced by the circuit 
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given by. - 
han-' 2wCltk jw r. 41j., 
m W. 
4 w, 7 Cq +I+ SmRk 4w*ORk2 + grRk 
whereas the wire causes phase shifts given by: - 
LP C V.. 3 n- 1 
(ý4 u>) 
It can be seen that only if gm%* (I *M2W 
2) 
will the network give, 
correct phase shift compensation. An an example, with am IL - 150, the -K 
phase shifts will be correct only if X2W2.0(10) say. For M-0.25 
milli-seconds (which is a typical value for a 0,0001" dia, vire), correct 
compensation will be obtained only for a frequency of less than 2000 C/o*. 
(b) The differentiating circuit. 
For the circuit shown in figure (25), the rel&tionship between 
output and input signals is: - 
vo 
c jwc &RL 
I +jWCk'Rk 
V, 
1+ýWCR 
where Vo and Vi are the output and input signals respectively. Now, the 
operation on Vi of i is easily shovn to be equivalent to differentiating 
Via Thus, in the circuit of figure (25). if CkRk a CR and wCk4cgo, then: - 
Vo I= i tic 9mRL V, 9,,, RL. _C 4VI. (AIII. 15) + 9,, Rk + Z,. Rk dl- 
which is the required type of relationship. 
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TABLE 1. 
Tl 
2 
u /U 0 
2 
v /u v. /U q /U2 0 0 
f (. n) 
0 1 0.0437 0.0582 0.0327 0.135 1.0 
0.1 0.045 0.0581 0.033 0.136 0.990 
0.2 0.0482 0.0578 0.0345 0.141 0.968 
0.3 0.0518 U. 0573 0.039 0.148 0.931 
0.4 0.0555 0.0563 0.0435 0.155 0.885 
0.5 0.059 0.055 0.046 0.160 0.829 
0.6 0.0616 0.0527 0.0467 0.161 0.766 
0.7 0.0638 0.05 0.0455 01159 0.703 
0.8 0.0641 0.01165 0.044 0.155 0.637 
0.9 0,062 -0405 0.043 00 0.1455 0.569 
1.0 0.0583 0.039 0.037 0.134 0.5 
1.1 0.0537 0.034 0.0325 0.120 0.43 
1.2 0.0477 0.029 0,028 0.105 0.362 
1.3 0.0407 0.025 0.0245 0.09 0.290 
1.4 0.034 0.02 0.205 0.0745 `34 0.2 
1.5 0.026 0.016 0.016 0.058 0.176 
1.6 0.0195 0.013 0.0123 0.0448 0.128 
1.7 0.014 0.0105 0.0091 0.0336 0.0898 
1.8 0.0098 0.008 0.0066 0.0245 0.0605 
1.9 0.007 O. UO65 0.005 0.0185 0.039 
2.0 0.005 0.0055 0.00375 0.01425 0.022 
2.025 1 20 1.467 1 3ý1* 197 Vol. 
0914 
-ý/U2 (q )d-o - 0.213 
FIG. I 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS THEORETICAL CURVES FOR THE 
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THE HOT WIRE ANEMOMETER EQUIPMENT 
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